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This report presents an experimental plan which if executed would validate computational techniques used in evaluating propulsion performance losses due to boundary layers in rocket nozzles. The importance of the loss and the basis for the experimental work are established. Experimental techniques are also reviewed. Visits to numerous experimental facilities are described along with recommendations from these facilities. Finally, recommendations as to the diagnostic techniques of choice are made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The trend towards very large area ratio nozzles, which result in performance gains for space propulsion applications, has increased the need for detailed knowledge of the momentum losses due to nozzle viscous effects (i.e., boundary layer). These losses degrade overall system performance, such as increasing system weight, decreasing useful payload weight, and/or decreasing effective system range. Another important factor in designing propulsive nozzles is the detailed knowledge of heat transfer at the wall for regeneratively cooled walls and/or material performance.

Because of the importance to rocket propulsion, the AL sponsored the Boundary Layer Study Contract to improve the understanding and computational predictive capabilities for boundary layers in rocket nozzles with very high area ratios. The contract consists of five phases with Phase 5 being documentation of the work done in the four phases described below.

The first phase extends current boundary layer computational technology and is independent of Phases 2 and 3. Phases 2 and 3 attack the problem of thick shear layers with Phase 2 being an assessment of the methods available for mapping out the effects of thick shear layers on performance prediction and calculations of their impact on performance. Phase 3 is aimed at producing new tools to analyze nozzle performance and will result in a new generation computer program.

Phase 4 consists of preparing an experimental test plan, which, if executed, would supply the necessary experimental data to validate the analytical efforts of Phases 1 to 3. This report details the experimental test plan developed during Phase 4.

Some time ago, the experimental facilities for measurements of high speed flows were limited to supersonic/hypersonic wind tunnels, shock tunnels, and shock tubes. The instrumentation included pressure transducers, heat transfer gauges, Schlieren and interferometry. These diagnostic instrumentations were able to provide limited data. With the development of computers and laser technologies, the activity in Experimental Fluid Dynamics (EFD) with sophisticated instrumentation has been accelerated. However, detailed and reliable measurements of complex flow phenomena, such as vortex interactions, boundary layer parameters, as well as transition and chemistry, are not yet available.
The various performance losses are currently evaluated by computer programs, such as TDK, BLM, BLIMPJ, etc. The JANNAF thrust chamber evaluation procedures are based upon a physical model that accounts for the processes occurring in the thrust chamber, losses associated with these processes and interactions among the processes\(^{(2)}\).

In the model, propellants enter the combustion chamber through the injector, are mixed, vaporized and combusted. Deviation from complete and homogeneous mixing vaporization or combustion to equilibrium are referred to as energy release losses or injector losses. Theoretically, these losses are modeled by Coaxial Injection Combustion Model (CICM) and the Standard Distributed Energy Release Model (SDER) codes\(^{(2)}\). Experimentally, the energy release loss can be estimated from the characteristic exhaust velocity efficiency, \(\eta_{C^*}\).

The products of the chemical reactions are then expanded in the nozzle. The reactions continue during the expansion. Deviation from the local chemical equilibrium are referred to as the kinetic losses. There are no direct methods of measuring the kinetic losses.

The losses due to non-uniform expansion of the available momentum in the direction of thrust are referred to as two-dimensional or divergent losses\(^{(2)}\). Theoretically, these losses are evaluated from the difference between the ODK (One-Dimensional Kinetics) and MOC (Method of Characteristics) modules of the TDK code.

Viscous effects are significant in the region near the nozzle wall. The losses due to the momentum decrement at the wall, because of momentum and heat transfer in the wall region, are referred to as boundary layer losses. In theory, these losses are evaluated by codes such as BLM and BLIMPJ. In real rocket engines, the boundary layer losses are estimated from global measurements of the heat transfer.

Graphically, all of the above described losses are shown in Figure 1\(^{(2)}\). The ideal performance is based on ODE calculations.
Figure 1a. Illustration of thrust chamber losses from ideal performance.

Figure 1b. Boundary Layer Isp Losses.
Systematic measurements to verify the predicted magnitude of the aforementioned losses are sparse, and a high degree of uncertainty is associated with the available data. For both the kinetic and boundary layer losses, experimental validation of the predictive techniques for real engines are not available. For low area ratio nozzles, the boundary layer loss has been considered small enough that any errors associated with the predictions were acceptable. The magnitude of the boundary layer loss as a percent of total performance increases with area ratio. Figure 1b shows the boundary layer losses as calculated by the SPP and TDK codes for a variety of motors as a function of area ratio. The dependency of these results on the particular turbulence model used in the calculation are on the order of ± 30–40%. That is, a predicted 10 second loss could actually be only 7 seconds or could be as high as 13 seconds. Since a 1% change in Isp can result in approximately a 4% change in payload, the accurate knowledge of the boundary layer loss is very important. Hence, the boundary layer calculations must be validated directly using experimental data.

In order to validate or extend analytical methods, the planned experimental effort must include techniques to measure boundary layer parameters that will produce high quality data. Quality data on nozzle wall boundary layers is very limited at present. Perhaps, the best work in this area is that of Back, et al, at JPL (3–6), which was for cold flow.

This report is an attempt to prepare an experimental validation test plan. Numerous testing facilities were contacted and visited. After the discussion of available experimental methods and facility and test requirements, recommendations are made to the Astronautics Laboratory, based on the facts that SEA, Inc. has received from the facilities (documented in this report), for a test plan to validate the analytical methods for the boundary layer study.

Certain ground rules were used in preparing this test plan. The first ground rule was that we wanted a program which would measure the desired data, we did not want to embark upon a research program to develop improved boundary layer diagnostic techniques. Secondly, we wanted the test environment to simulate as close as feasible the conditions in a real propulsive nozzle. The minimum requirements for this condition are shown in Table 1, below. Last, and most important, we wanted accurate data.
Table 1. Minimum Test Environment Criteria

- The flow in the boundary layer must be turbulent from before the throat.
- The boundary layer should encompass between 10% to 40% of the flow at the exit plane.
- The heat transfer to the wall should be high enough to simulate conditions in a real rocket nozzle.
- The expansion process should maintain, as realistic as possible, the conditions in a real rocket nozzle. For example, axisymmetric instead of 2D nozzles, ratio of specific heats ≤ 1.4.

Some of the ground rules were found to be mutually exclusive. For example, accurate data taking precluded using a real engine as a test bed. The environment in real engines is too severe for many diagnostic techniques. We also found that off the shelf techniques were not sufficiently accurate for all of the data measurements desired. With this in mind, the following outline has been documented in this report.

1. Experimental Methods
2. Test Environment & Facilities Requirements
3. Contacting the Testing Facilities
4. Visiting the Testing Facilities
5. Recommendations for Experimental Validation Test Plan
1.0 Experimental Methods

1.1 Parameters to be Measured

The primary interest is computing the boundary layer parameters in propulsive nozzles is in determining the viscous thrust loss and wall heat transfer rate. The most fundamental property in the thrust loss is the wall shear stress. The heat transfer to the wall is determined by the temperature (enthalpy for reacting flows) gradient at the wall. While both the shear stress and temperature gradient can be deduced from other quantities, a direct measurement of these items is definitely preferred. In the absence of direct measurements, diagnostics which require the least amount of assumptions are preferential.

Average velocity and temperature throughout the boundary layer and Reynolds stress terms, $u'$, $v'$, are other parameters to be measured. Although the last two are less important, their correct evaluation yields valuable data for validation of turbulent models. Briefly the following measurements are to be made:

1. Local wall shear;
2. Local heat flux at the wall;
3. Average velocity and temperature in the boundary layer; and
4. Reynolds stress terms.
1.2 Methodologies:

There are basically seven principal methods of measuring the local wall shear stress\textsuperscript{1}:

1. The Stanton tube
2. Direct measurement
3. Thermal method
4. The Preston tube
5. The electro-chemical techniques
6. Extrapolation of direct velocity measurement

1.2.1 The Stanton Tube

The schematic of the Stanton tube is shown in Figure 2 (Ref. 1). The method consists of measuring the static pressure in the static hole with and without the blade. Then the difference between these two pressures will be calibrated against the wall shear. The value of $\Delta P$ can be quite small such that a micromanometer with an accuracy of $\pm 0.01$ mm should be used. The results of this calibration for turbulent flow of air over a flat plate can be found in Reference 1.

![Stanton Gauge Diagram](image)

Figure 2. Design of Stanton Gauge [1]
1.2.2 **Direct Measurements**

The need for measuring the local wall shear stress has led towards the development of instrumentation for measuring small forces or deflections. These methods are referred to as direct measurements. One of these instruments is Kistler gauge shown in Figure 3. Maybey and Gaudet (7) describe the use of this gauge in skin friction measurements.

![Construction of Kistler Skin-Friction Gauge](image)

**Figure 3.** Construction of Kistler Skin-Friction Gauge as Presented in Literature from the Kistler Instrument Co.

1.2.3 **Thermal Method**

The relationship between the local wall shear stress and the rate of heat transfer from small thermal elements mounted flush with the surface has been studied by Fage and Falkner (8). This method uses Reynolds analogy to obtain the wall shear from the Nusselt number. The main difficulty in using these heat transfer probes is that the heat is lost to the substrate, as well as to the fluid, so that the effective length of the probe can be much larger than that of the heating element. Works by Rubesin, et al (9), and Sandborn (10,11) offer methods to reduce this effect.
1.2.4 The Preston Tube

Theoretically, the Preston method relates the local wall shear stress to the velocity variation as (1):

\[ U = \left( \frac{\tau_w}{\rho} \right)^{1/2} f \left( \frac{y_p (\tau_w / \rho)^{1/2}}{\mu} \right) \]  

(1)

and for distances close to the wall:

\[ f \left( \frac{y_p (\tau_w / \rho)^{1/2}}{\mu} \right) = \frac{y_p (\tau_w / \rho)^{1/2}}{\mu} \]  

(2)

Details about the method and the most convenient system to calibrate the Preston tube are given in Reference 1. However, the application of the Preston tube and its calibration to turbulent boundary layer flows depends on the accuracy of the law of the wall model.

1.2.5 The Electro-Chemical Techniques

The electro–chemical probes\(^{(12,13)}\) are based upon the mass transfer analog of the heated surface film. An electro–chemical reaction takes place on the surface of an electrode mounted flush with the wall. The basis of this method is that the current flowing through the electrode circuit, which is proportional to the rate of mass transfer at the electrode surface, can be related to the velocity gradient at the surface. This method has been used in liquid flows and has not yet been applied to the gas flows.

1.2.6 Extrapolation of Direct Velocity Measurements

Extrapolation of direct velocity measurements to obtain the velocity gradient is another widely used method. The accuracy depends on basically two factors:

1. How close to the wall the measurements can be made; and
2. The accuracy of the velocity measurements.
The methods of measuring the velocities in the boundary layer fall into two categories. They are:

a) intrusive probes (e.g. pitot static probes)
b) non or minimally intrusive probes (e.g. laser induced fluorescence)

The most widely used intrusive method of measuring flow velocities is the pitot static tube. The Mach number of the flow is deduced from the ratio of the pressures measured at two stations (nose point and side location). The static temperature and flow composition are then required to determine the local flow velocity. The main advantage to this method is that it is a widely available and understood method. For boundary layer measurements, the major drawbacks are the size of probes required and the frequency response of the measurements. The probe size limits how close to the wall the measurements can be taken and also influences the values to be measured by obstructing the flow. The response time associated with pitot measurements is often significantly longer than the turbulent flow fluctuations, and hence it is not a good vehicle for measuring Reynolds stresses.

The static temperature measurements are usually performed by reading the output signal of a thermometer when the fluid stagnates against the sensor surface and reaches to thermal equilibrium with the sensor's surface. A variety of temperature probes have been developed which are capable of determining the temperature profile in the boundary layer (see Section 2.2.2 and Appendix C). However, the temperature being measured is the stagnation temperature and must be correlated to the static temperature. In hypersonic flow, the determination of the local static temperature can be a significant source of error.

With the advent of fast computers and powerful lasers, a tremendous amount of laser-based experimental research activities in the field of fluid dynamics and combustion have been investigated to allow measurements of properties without disturbing the local flow environment. These activities include flow visualization and 2-D planar imaging of velocity, temperature, pressure and species concentrations (14–17).

A non-intrusive method of two-wave Laser Induced Fluorescence Spectroscopy (LIFS) seems to be promising in temperature profile measurements. The advantage of this method is in the fact that it measures the static rather than total temperature directly, and the need for use of pitot pressure and total temperature sensors are eliminated. This method consists of the selective excitation of a chemical species of interest and detection of the resulting fluorescence.
signal normal to the incident laser beam. Then the Boltzmann ratio can be used to correlate the temperature to the ratio of number of ground state to excited state transitions.

Mean velocity measurements, as well as higher order fluctuation terms, have received a lot of attention lately. Non-intrusive laser-based velocimeter techniques are generally divided into two groups: 1) those who measure the Doppler Shift of light scattering particles assumed to be traveling with the flow; and 2) those who directly measure the Doppler Shift related to the collective molecular motion. Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA), Laser Transit Anemometry (LTA), and Laser Doppler Spectrometry (LDS) are among the first group, and Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and Coherent Raman Spectroscopy (CRS) fall into the second group.

Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) uses dual beams, one of which is a reference beam. A sample volume will be produced by crossing two focused laser beams at the measurement location and forming a well defined set of interference fringes in the seeded flow. The scattered light beam is modulated by a frequency which is proportional to velocity. References 18–20 can be consulted for more details.

Laser Transit Anemometry (LTA) is based on the generation of two or more spatial markers at the measurement points. The time of transit of the scatter centers through the markers defines the instantaneous velocity (21). LTA, which is usually applied in a backscatter mode, is self-contained, does not require coherence (and, therefore, is more tolerant to phase distortions along its optical paths), and can cope with smaller particles for equivalent laser power. Its superiority close to walls and surfaces has been established.

A more promising method for gas velocity measurements in high speed flows is Laser Doppler Spectrometry (LDS). The technique that was originally employed for velocity measurements in highly transient and short duration flows (22–24) can also be applied to non-transient flows (25). Monochromatic light is concentrated at the measuring point. Doppler shifted light scattered by the tracer particles at this point is collected and transmitted to the spectrometer. The Doppler shift in terms of the relative wavelength change, $d\lambda/\lambda$, depends on the velocity components $U$ of the particles. This method is able to continuously monitor the change in the velocity (22,25).
Spectroscopic methods are based on measuring the Doppler shift in either the absorption line frequency or the fluorescence emission or scattering spectra of an agent species in the flowfield, upon interaction with a laser source. These methods extract the velocity directly from molecular motion, and therefore, avoid the slip velocity ambiguity. These methods provide favorable tools for high speed flow velocity measurements.

Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) methods have been successfully applied for supersonic and subsonic flow measurements\(^{26}\). Measurements of the Doppler shifted absorption is the basis for velocity measurements using LIF. The Doppler shift of an absorption line, \(\Delta v_D\) is proportional to the velocity component \(u\), in the direction of laser beam propagation, such that

\[
\frac{\Delta v_D}{v_o} = \frac{u}{c}
\]

where \(v_o\) is the center of the laser frequency. There are two schemes to measure the velocity using LIF: 1) narrow band excitation scan of the absorption line, together with broad band fluorescence detection; and 2) narrow band wing excitation with counter-propagating beams and broad band fluorescence detection.
The first scheme uses a tunable narrow-band laser beam to scan a resonant transition of the agent species. The resulting broadband fluorescence signal is then detected. The Doppler shift is determined by comparing the center of the fluorescence signals of moving molecules to that of molecules in a stationary cell. The velocity is then obtained from equation (3). This scheme can measure velocity to within $5 \text{ m/sec}$, depending on the energy levels of the agent species. It requires tuning the laser beam over the entire absorption line, which prohibits the use of this method in unsteady flows. This technique also requires the acquisition of a large number of data frames and, therefore, a large buffer space for storage.

The second scheme fixes a narrow-band laser at the frequency of the wing of the absorption line near the point of maximum slope, where the line shape is approximately linear for small Doppler shifts. The fluorescence intensity, $I_F$, is proportional to the amount of absorption. At high speed, the Doppler shift causes the center of the absorption line to shift away from the laser frequency, resulting in a change in fluorescence intensity. In this case, the frequent shift, Equation (3), can be expressed in terms of the difference in $I_F$, fluorescence and the slope of the line shape function, $g(\nu)$, such that

$$u = \frac{c}{v_0} \cdot \frac{\Delta I_F}{I_0} \left[ \frac{\partial g(\nu)}{\partial \nu} \right]^{-1}$$

(4)

where $I_0$ is the fluorescence at the center of the line. However, if the flow is monitored with two beams in such a way that one beam is upward Doppler shifted and the other downward shifted as schematically illustrated in Figure 5, both the difference, and center fluorescence intensity, $I_o$, are easily determined using equation (5), and as shown in Figure 6.

$$u = \frac{c}{v_0} \cdot \frac{I_u - I_d}{I_u + I_d} \left[ \frac{\partial g(\nu)}{\partial \nu} \right]^{-1}$$

(5)

This technique requires two successive laser pulses to measure one velocity component. This scheme is capable of determining the mean velocity particularly in high speed situations. The accuracy range is similar to the former scheme. In order to measure the velocity vector in a two-dimensional flow, two additional beams are required(29). This method requires four successive laser shots and subsequent measurements of the fluorescence signal. Present
The development in detector technology does not allow signal recording in less than 50 msec, and therefore hinders the ability of performing two-dimensional velocity measurements in highly turbulent or transient flows. For more details, the reader should consult with References 26–29.

**Figure 5.** Illustration of counter beam configuration

**Figure 6.** Schematic of fluorescence intensity vs. frequency [ref. 28]
She, et al.(30) was the first to propose the application of Coherent Raman Spectroscopy (CRS) for velocity measurements in high speed flows. CRS includes Coherent Anti-Extra-Raman Spectroscopy (CARS)(31), Inverse Raman Spectroscopy (IRS)(32), and Simulated Raman Gain Spectroscopy (SRGS)(33). Similar to LIF methods, these techniques measure the velocity from the Doppler shift of the spectrum of the scattered signal. Coherent Raman have scattering cross sections several orders of magnitude higher than spontaneous Raman, and therefore, higher signal-to-noise ratio. This method has been successfully used to measure supersonic velocities up to 1010 m/sec, with a velocity resolution of 34m/sec, using methane as the agent species(31).
1.3 Test Environment and Facilities Requirements

The primary interest of experimental studies for nozzle boundary layers is focused on high area ratio nozzles. It is known that the boundary layer growth increases with area ratio. Table 2 indicates the calculated boundary layer thickness ($\delta_{0.995}$) at the exit plane for four different nozzles.

Table 2. Boundary Layer Thickness at the Exit Plane for Four Nozzles. Cooled Wall $T_w = 1000^\circ R$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle</th>
<th>Area Ratio</th>
<th>Transverse Radius at the Exit Plane $r_{exit}$, inches</th>
<th>Boundary Layer Thickness $\delta_{0.995}$ inches</th>
<th>$\delta_{0.995}/r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASE</td>
<td>400:1</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL-10</td>
<td>204:1</td>
<td>36.80</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLR-134</td>
<td>767:1</td>
<td>10.97</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes 300:1</td>
<td>300:1</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that for higher area ratio nozzles the boundary layer occupies up to 20% of the nozzle. The flow is turbulent in the first three of the above engines. For smaller engines with lower chamber pressures and comparable area ratios, the flow is laminar and the boundary layer occupies an even larger portion of the nozzle. Some of the high area ratio station keeping engines fall into this category. However, turbulent flows in high area ratio nozzles are the primary concern for this experimental program. To assure the turbulent nature of the flow, one should compute the boundary layer parameters for the experimental set up and make sure that these values fall in the turbulent flow regime. One generally used criteria is that the boundary layer becomes turbulent when the Reynolds number based on momentum thickness becomes greater than 360, i.e., $\rho_e u_e \theta_e / \mu_e > 360$. 
For internal flows, the Reynolds number is a function of the mass flow rate and is inversely proportional to the local radius, i.e.

\[ \text{Re}_r = \frac{m}{\pi \mu} \]  

(6)

In order to relate the throat Reynolds number, \text{Re}_r, to the onset of turbulence, boundary layer calculations were made for a variety of conditions using combustion gases (\( \gamma = 1.2 \)) so that the Reynolds number based on momentum thickness was equal to 360 at the throat plane. These results are shown in Figure 7. Cross plotted results of throat radius versus mass flow rate for the \( \text{Re}_{\theta^*} = 360 \) line are shown in Figure 8. Finally, the results from Figure 7 are superimposed in Figure 9 on a plot of mass flow versus throat radius. Hence, the transition point from laminar to turbulent flow can be estimated from knowing the value of \( \text{Re}_r \). From the information on Figure 8, it appears that values of \( \text{Re}_r > 1 \times 10^4 \) are required for turbulent flow. The experiment test facility should be designed to operate well within the turbulent regime.

To be able to measure the heat flux at the wall, hot or at least warm flow is required. The higher the flow temperature, the easier it is to measure a significant amount of heat flux at the wall. However, if the hot gas is diluted with injection of a cold gas to control the temperature, complete mixing of both gases is of concern in order to assure uniform stagnation enthalpy of the gas. The above consideration is important since it is very desirable that the only significant source of vorticity be generated by the wall shear layer. If other strong sources of vorticity are present, the validity of the data for a wide range of conditions will be opened to question. According to Crocco's theorem, the vorticity is given by

\[ \zeta = \left( T \frac{ds}{dn} - \frac{dh_T}{dn} \right) / u \]  

(7)

where

- \( s \) = entropy
- \( h_T \) = total enthalpy
- \( n \) = direction normal to streamlines

which shows the dependency of vorticity on stagnation enthalpy.
Figure 7. Onset of Turbulence for Different Throat Radii.
MASS FLOW VS THROAT RADIUS FOR TURBULENT FLOW
PERFECT GAS, GAMMA=1.2

Figure 3. Mass Flow vs. Throat Radius for Turbulent Flow
Figure 9. Mass Flow Rate vs. Throat Radius for Different Throat Reynolds Number
For LDV type of measurements, the flow should be seeded properly. The proper seeding of the flow is a crucial problem in LDV techniques. The seeded particles have to be small enough to follow the flow fluctuations and at the same time large enough to scatter detectable laser light. Moreover, the dynamics of particles should be known analytically for better velocity measurements and particles should be chosen to have almost the same size to avoid artificial turbulence in the flow. In general, the required particle sizes are determined by the flow acceleration and the level of turbulence. However, the problem of particle response lag cannot be totally eliminated, and even particles as small as 0.5 micron have a finite relaxation time. For Stoke's flow, i.e. particles and gas velocities in near equilibrium, the characteristic velocity and temperature relaxation times for the particles are:

\[ \tau_v = \frac{\rho_m d^2_p}{18\mu} \]  

\[ \tau_T = \frac{\rho_m d^2_p P_r}{24\mu} \]  

For aluminum oxide particles in air at room temperature, the characteristic times are

\[ \tau_v = 12.5 \frac{d^2_p}{\mu} \] ; with \( d_p \) in microns

\[ \tau_T = 6.56 \frac{d^2_p}{\mu} \] and \( \tau \) in microsecond

The errors for submicron particles (0.1 - 0.5 micron) for free stream velocity measurements in the presence of large velocity gradients without shock waves are within few percent which are acceptable. However, production of submicron particles is not a trivial problem and should be tailored to the specific situation in hand. Particles such as polystyrene latex with good uniformity and small sizes are available, but they cannot be used in combustion applications because they burn, or in supersonic flows because the carrier volatile fluid condenses and generates polydisperse particles. Therefore, polydisperse solid particles, such as aluminum oxide, silicon carbide, or silicon dioxide, are commonly used in flows with combustion; and liquid particles, such as silicon oil or dioctyl-phthalate, are candidates in supersonic flows.
1.4 **Summary**

Two families of techniques are suitable for hypersonic flow velocity measurements: particle scattering and molecular scattering. Particle scattering techniques which include real fringe laser Doppler velocimetry, laser transit anemometry, and Doppler spectrometry, are well developed and velocity measurements in supersonic and hypersonic flow regimes have been demonstrated. However, particle scattering techniques share the same concerns and difficulties when applied to hypersonic wind tunnels: The requirement of seeding the flow, and the ambiguity due to particle lag in accelerated or decelerated flows. The question of particle lag has been addressed and it is concluded that the measurement uncertainties are small when the particles used are less than 0.3 μm in shock-free expansion flows.

The uncertainty of the fluctuating components of the velocity within the boundary layer will depend on the density of the flow and the frequency response of the particles.

Molecular techniques which encompass laser induced fluorescence (LIF), inverse Raman scattering (IRS) and coherent Anti-stokes Raman scattering CARS, are being developed. These techniques have the potential of yielding more accurate results than particle-based techniques. However, several practical aspects hinder their application to hypersonic flow measurements. LIF of alkalis, which is more accurate than LIF of O$_2$, requires seeding the wind tunnel with highly corrosive materials such as sodium. Seed molecules condense under the low pressure and temperature conditions characteristic to hypersonic wind tunnels. LIF of O$_2$ is still under investigation and preliminary analysis shows that the velocity error is about 500 m/sec. IRS and CARS measure the velocity from the spectrum of the coherent Raman scattered signal, and therefore, pressure broadening due to a shock wave can result in large errors. Velocity measurement using IRS is off-axis, and hence the spatial resolution is poor. IRS and CARS, however, have the advantage of yielding the temperature and pressure simultaneously with the velocity, giving a unified approach to the flow field.

Table 3 is a summary of velocity measurement techniques. The table shows the demonstrated velocity range, accuracy, SNR and other relevant parameters of techniques.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TECHNIQUE</th>
<th>MEASURED VELOCITY RANGE</th>
<th>FREQUENCY RESPONSE</th>
<th>SPECIAL RESOLUTION</th>
<th>COST</th>
<th>STATUS</th>
<th>IMPORTANCE OF TECHNIQUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Fringe (DFV)</td>
<td>400 m/sec (-1dB)</td>
<td>steady state</td>
<td>100 μm</td>
<td>10^4</td>
<td>developed</td>
<td>10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Transit Anemometry</td>
<td>10 to 100 m/sec</td>
<td>steady state</td>
<td>100 μm</td>
<td>10^2</td>
<td>developed</td>
<td>10^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler Spectrometry</td>
<td>150 m/sec (-10dB)</td>
<td>steady state</td>
<td>100 μm</td>
<td>10^5</td>
<td>developed</td>
<td>10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Induced Fluorescence</td>
<td>500 m/sec (-20dB)</td>
<td>steady state</td>
<td>100 μm</td>
<td>10^6</td>
<td>used in</td>
<td>10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse Raman</td>
<td>1000 m/sec (-20dB)</td>
<td>steady state</td>
<td>few cm</td>
<td>10^7</td>
<td>demonstrated</td>
<td>10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARS</td>
<td>1000 m/sec (-20dB)</td>
<td>steady state</td>
<td>few cm</td>
<td>10^8</td>
<td>demonstrated</td>
<td>10^8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF VELOCITY TECHNIQUES, 1970-1975**
2.0 **Contacting, Visiting and Screening the Test Facilities**

2.1 **Contacting the Testing Facilities**

As part of the Phase IV effort for the boundary layer study, the experimental sites were identified and contacted. An outline of the work to be done was provided and sent to investigators at CALSPAN, AEDC, Stanford University, UC San Diego, PRI, Rocketdyne, Aerojet, California Institute of Technology, NASA Lewis and Los Alamos National Laboratories for their further insight into the problem (See Appendix A).

The responses from the above organizations were mixed. The people/organizations who declined to support the effort were:

- Dr. Tom Bowman at Stanford University;
- Dr. Ron Hansen at Stanford University;
- Dr. William Reynolds at Stanford University;
- Dr. Gene Broadwell at Cal Tech; and
- Dr. Anatol Roshko at Cal Tech.

The main reasons given were that they were either not equipped to do these types of experiments or that they were engaged in doing some other work and they do not have the resources to support our effort.

2.2 **Visiting the Testing Facilities**

All of the organizations contacted, except Cal Tech and Stanford University, expressed interest in performing the experimental study. Some of these organizations provided us with a white paper which is included in Appendices B thru F.

The interested people/organizations were visited. A brief report of each visit will be followed and our final conclusion will be discussed in the next section.
2.2.1 Visiting PRI

In response to our inquiry for experimental validation of the Boundary Layer Code, Physical Research, Inc. (PRI) was one of the companies who showed interest. A brief write-up was prepared by PRI about their approach to this study. After reviewing this write-up, SEA, Inc. visited the company; which is located in Torrance, CA.

The meeting was held on September 28, 1987, at Physical Research, Inc. A presentation about the company background was given by the president of the company, Dr. William Shih, which was followed by a technical presentation given by Dr. Reza Toossi. The list of people who attended this meeting are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attendee</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Telephone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Douglas E. Coats</td>
<td>SEA, Inc.</td>
<td>(702) 882-1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homayun Kehnamavaz</td>
<td>SEA, Inc.</td>
<td>(702) 882-1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farro Kaveh</td>
<td>self/PRI</td>
<td>(614) 442-1016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Shih</td>
<td>PRI</td>
<td>(213) 378-0056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reza Toossi</td>
<td>PRI</td>
<td>(213) 378-0056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill McDermott</td>
<td>PRI</td>
<td>(213) 378-0056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daruish Modarres</td>
<td>PRI</td>
<td>(213) 378-0056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose of the meeting was to evaluate the capability of this group in performing the experiments and, moreover, the techniques they proposed to utilize to do the work and how reliable those techniques are. In their preliminary studies the following approach has been proposed:

0 Flow Visualization: Gross Observation of Flow Structure:

1. B. L. separation, possible reattachment, shock formation, and laminar—turbulent transition
0 Surface Measurements:

1. Properties along the nozzle wall
2. Derive heat transfer coefficient and skin friction

0 Flow Diagnostics in the Boundary Layer:

1. Evaluate flow diagnostic techniques
2. Measure Boundary Layer temperature and velocity profiles

Utilization of LDV has been proposed by PRI for mean and fluctuating velocity measurements. For temperature profile measurements, the (LIFS) method was recommended.

For more detailed discussion of PRI's approach, their proposed instrumentation, and list of concerns, refer to Appendix B.
2.2.2 Visiting CALSPAN

ARVIN CALSPAN Corporation located in Buffalo, New York was one of the facilities that responded to our inquiry calling for experimental validation of the Boundary Layer Code. CALSPAN was visited on October 23, 1987. The list of people who attended this meeting is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attendees</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Telephone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mike Dunn</td>
<td>CALSPAN</td>
<td>(716) 631–6747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Lordi</td>
<td>CALSPAN</td>
<td>(716) 631–6805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Coats</td>
<td>SEA, Inc.</td>
<td>(702) 882–1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Grace</td>
<td>CALSPAN</td>
<td>(716) 631–6714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Boyer</td>
<td>CALSPAN</td>
<td>(716) 631–6817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Skinner</td>
<td>CALSPAN</td>
<td>(716) 631–7500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Pearce</td>
<td>CALSPAN</td>
<td>(716) 631–6789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Wurster</td>
<td>CALSPAN</td>
<td>(716) 631–6846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron Drzewiecki</td>
<td>CALSPAN</td>
<td>(716) 631–6805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homayun Kehtamavaz</td>
<td>SEA, Inc.</td>
<td>(702) 882–1966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A presentation about the CALSPAN facilities and their experimental work in the area of nozzle flowfield measurements, and staging was given by Ron Drzewiecki of CALSPAN. Then the requirements for the boundary layer measurements for high area ratio nozzles was discussed. A tour of CALSPAN facilities was conducted in the afternoon.

The CALSPAN facilities consist of:

- High Altitude Chamber: 13 foot diameter x 40 foot long and 10 foot diameter x 20 foot long; 400,000 foot equivalent altitude.
- Ludwig Tube Supersonic Wind Tunnel: ~ 5 foot diameter test section, $M_\infty = 2$–4.5.
- 48 inch and 96 inch Hypersonic Shock Tunnels = ~ 4 foot diameter test sections; $M_\infty = 8$–18.
A high-speed 128 channel digital data acquisition system, capable of 20,000 Hz recording rate (50µm sampling interval/channel), serves these facilities.

CALSPAN can accomplish the heating of the flow by preheating gas reservoirs which is limited to temperatures of about 1000°F or by shock heating techniques if higher temperatures are desired. Another approach that has been suggested by CALSPAN is one in which the reaction products of liquid propellants can be duplicated by the combustion of gaseous mixtures (Reference 44). This gaseous equivalent approach has been used to duplicate liquid NTO/MMH and NTO/UDMH propellant rocket flows. Example of such an application is shown in exhibit A, Appendix C.

With respect to instrumentation, a variety of sensors and probes have been developed by CALSPAN to measure the gasdynamic and thermodynamic state properties of high-speed compressible flows.

A number of probes and sensors to measure the heat transfer and skin friction are indicated in exhibit B, Appendix C.

CALSPAN has also offered to consider nonintrusive diagnostics methods for boundary layer measurements.
NASA Lewis Research Center was visited on October 22, 1987. The list of people who attended this meeting are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attendee</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Telephone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Douglas E. Coats</td>
<td>SEA, Inc.</td>
<td>(702) 882–1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homayun Kehtarnavaz</td>
<td>SEA, Inc.</td>
<td>(702) 882–1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Pavil</td>
<td>LeRC</td>
<td>(216) 433–2470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken Kaicynski</td>
<td>LeRC</td>
<td>(216) 433–2469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Penko</td>
<td>LeRC</td>
<td>(216) 433–2404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Galecki</td>
<td>LeRC</td>
<td>(216) 433–2410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Smith</td>
<td>LeRC</td>
<td>(216) 433–2467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken Davidlan</td>
<td>LeRC</td>
<td>(216) 433–2602</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, a presentation was given by SEA, Inc. about the TDK/BLM thick boundary layer version program and the effect of a thick boundary layer on performance was discussed. Later on, the purpose of High Area Ratio Nozzle Boundary Layer Test program was discussed and then a tour of the NASA Lewis Research testing facilities was conducted by Al Pavil.

The purpose of this meeting was to evaluate the capability of this group in performing the experiments for the boundary layer contract in obtaining "accurate" results.

The schematics of the NASA Lewis Rocket Engine Test Facilities ( RETF) is shown in Figure 10. Connecting the test capsule to the spray cooler is the water-jacketed second throat diffuser. The kinetic energy of the rocket exhaust gases is used in this diffuser to accomplish some of the altitude pumping of the test capsule. The diffuser was able to provide a pressure from 0.03 to 0.05 psi in the test capsule while exhausting into the spray cooler, which was at 0.3 to 0.6 psi.

The test capsule (Figure 11) is constructed in two parts. One part is the fixed end onto which the research hardware was mounted. The other part is the movable cam, which could be rolled back to provide access to the experiment. The nozzle shown in Figure 11 is a 1030:1 area ratio nozzle. More details about the experiment can be found in References 49 and 50.
The nozzle shown in Figure 11 is a 1030:1 area ratio nozzle with a flanged joint at the 428-area ratio station.

Mounted above the nozzle are the pressure transducers and valves to measure nozzle static pressure. Visible alongside the nozzle are some of the wall temperature thermocouples. The instrumentation provided analog millivolt signals that are calibrated to be proportional to the magnitudes of the parameters to be measured. These analog signals are measured and converted to a digital signal by an automatic data digitizer at a rate of 50 readings per second per parameter and then sent to an IBM 370 computer. Once in the computer the millivolt values are converted to the engineering units of the measured parameters and arranged in groups of five readings. This will provide data output at 1/10 sec. intervals.
Figure 2a. SSA Test Site and the Test Facility

Figure 2b. SSA Test Site
Following SEA's inquiry calling for experimental validation of the Boundary Layer code, Aerojet Tactical Systems, located in Sacramento, California, expressed some interest. A meeting was held on December 10th, 1987, at Aerojet. The names of people who attended this meeting are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attendees</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Telephone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Homayun Kehtarnavaz</td>
<td>SEA, Inc.</td>
<td>(702) 882-1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Hyde</td>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>(916) 355-4839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thong Nguyen</td>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>(916) 355-3664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherie Cotton</td>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>(916) 355-6751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dick Ewen</td>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>(916) 355-3421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dick Walker</td>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>(916) 355-2694</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A presentation of the problem and parameters to be measured was given by Homayun Kehtarnavaz of SEA, Inc. In response, Aerojet indicated that they are not equipped to measure the Reynolds stress terms. However, they showed interest in making measurements of the heat flux and wall shear by using hot wire probes. For more details see Appendix D.
2.2.5 Visiting AEDC

AEDC was visited on May 18, 1987, by Doug Coats of Software and Engineering Associates, Inc. Personnel contacted at AEDC were Wheeler McGregor, Chad Limbaugh, and John Jordan. The J4 and J5 facilities were visited. John Jordan suggested that the older steam facility be renovated for the boundary layer measurement tests. However, the cost of fixing up the facility was deemed excessive for these tests. A write-up on the proposed AEDC approach was supplied by Chad Limbaugh and appears in Appendix E.
2.2.6  Rockwell International, Rocketdyne Division

Dr. Lalit K. Sharma, from Rocketdyne in Canoga Park, California, responded to SEA's inquiry for an experimental validation test plan. Rocketdyne was visited on November 4, 1987. The names of people who were present at this meeting are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attendees</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Telephone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lalit K. Sharma</td>
<td>Rocketdyne</td>
<td>(818) 710-3472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homayun Kehtarnavaz</td>
<td>SEA, Inc.</td>
<td>(702) 882-1966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An explanation of the boundary layer code and the purpose of the experimental validation program was given by Homayun Kehtarnavaz of SEA, Inc.

Laser-based velocimetry was proposed by Dr. Sharma to measure the exit plane velocity. Laser doppler velocimeter (LDV) was proposed to measure Reynolds shear stress and laser-two-focus (L2F) technique will be used to measure mean and turbulence intensity velocity profiles. Rocketdyne expressed concern about the issue of seeding. More details are given in Appendix F.
Several meetings were held at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory on January 25, 1988, to discuss boundary layer measurement techniques. The people who attended the various meetings were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attendee</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Telephone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Douglas E. Coats</td>
<td>SEA, Inc.</td>
<td>(702) 882-1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Watanabe</td>
<td>LASL</td>
<td>(505) 667-6686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Danen</td>
<td>LASL</td>
<td>(505) 667-7121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Oldenborg</td>
<td>LASL</td>
<td>(505) 667-2096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Castain</td>
<td>LASL</td>
<td>(505) 667-3283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Taylor</td>
<td>LASL</td>
<td>(505) 667-7886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Cline</td>
<td>LASL</td>
<td>(505) 667-9093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Wadt</td>
<td>LASL</td>
<td>(505) 667-8680</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The morning discussions centered mostly on elaborating the measurement requirements as outlined in the SEA, Inc. requirement document (Appendix A). As an adjunct, the following were listed as requirements.

- The flow in the boundary layer must be turbulent from before the throat.

- The boundary layer should encompass between 10% to 40% of the flow at the exit plane.

- The heat transfer to the wall should be high enough to simulate conditions in a real rocket nozzle.

- The expansion process should maintain, as realistic as possible, the conditions in a real rocket nozzle. For example, axisymmetric instead of 2D nozzles, ratio of specific heats ≤ 1.4.

In the afternoon, Douglas Coats toured the CARS facility with David Taylor. Taylor explained the use of the CARS equipment in his lab and indicated how it would be used in the nozzle flows and how the data could be spatially resolved. The method would require two
windows in the nozzle. The major disadvantage of the windows is that it would restrict the flow environment to conditions that the window material could tolerate. The major advantage would be in avoiding taking data so near the nozzle lip that the back pressure would have a significant effect. It was also pointed out that to get the gas translational temperature using CARS would require its inference from the rotational spectra. This is a practical, not a theoretical, limitation on the method.

Rich Oldenborg explained his current work effort using Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF), which is the measurement of Boron reaction rate data.

The main concern which was voiced about using LIF was getting an adequate amount of induced fluorescence from the seed gas to measure. A continuous flow device was recommended. However, at very low pressure, the measurement times could be large (~ several seconds per point). A white paper was received from Los Alamos National Laboratory which is documented in Appendix G.
3.0 **Recommendation**

The primary objective of developing an experimental plan for boundary layer measurements is to obtain accurate and high quality data to compare against the present and future analytical models. During the course of our investigations, no single or set of diagnostic techniques, experimental facilities, or approaches were found to be compelling as a single approach to achieving this objective. As a result, it was necessary to relax some of the ground rules which we had originally laid out in order to meet the primary goal of obtaining accurate data. As mentioned in the introduction, we concluded that hot engine firings were not compatible with accurate mapping of the boundary layer. This conclusion was based on considerations of available experimental techniques, test times, facility requirements, and cost. We also discovered that there were no diagnostic techniques which were "off the shelf" ready for boundary layer measurements of the required accuracy in simulated rocket nozzles. In addition, facility capabilities for different organizations varied tremendously. Calspan has excellent short duration test facilities, while AEDC has good large scale longer duration capability. However, the selected diagnostic techniques must be mated with the correct facility to insure adequate data acquisition. Because of the developmental nature of the diagnostic techniques and the mating of these techniques with the facilities, the following recommendations are conditional rather than absolute. First, we will cover the recommended diagnostic methods and then discuss recommendations for test facilities.

**Diagnostic Methods Recommendations Velocity Profiles**

LDV must be considered the primary candidate for taking velocity measurements in the boundary layer. This conclusion is based on the fact that this method is well developed in comparison to other laser techniques. Alternates and/or backup methods should include LIF and CARS. We strongly recommend that optical techniques should be the cornerstone of these measurements.

We view both LIF and CARS as potentially superior methods of velocity measurement. The trade off between LDV and LIF/CARS is the development time and difficulties associated with particulate seeding for LDV versus moving LIF/CARS from the lab into a test environment. Should the latter be accomplished, then LIF/CARS would be the recommended technique.
**Static Pressure Measurements**

Pressure transducers on the wall are the recommended diagnostic technique for measuring static pressure at the wall. If the selected test conditions are benign enough, pitot measurements can also be used as a backup and to verify calibration of both the wall static pressure and velocity profile.

**Temperature Profiles**

Laser based non-intrusive techniques are recommended. LIF seems to have a slight edge on CARS based techniques, but both methods should perform well theoretically. The final choice should be decided by the selected contractor based on cost and risk factors. Both LIF and CARS are also capable of determining the density profiles in the flow. Information about the chemical composition would thus supply enough information to compute the static pressure profile. The redundancy in pressure data will supply a useful accuracy check of the measurements. Total temperature probes are also readily available (see Appendix C), and should be used as a calibration backup if pitot measurements are also taken.

**Wall Heat Transfer Measurement**

There are any number of adequate methods to measure the wall heat transfer rate. However, most of these methods depend on the temperature range of the flow (total and static) and of the wall. The final selection must be based on the test environment selected. However, we do not recommend that the heat transfer rate be deduced solely from backwall temperature measurements. Such methods require operation to steady state to supply the desired accuracy.

**Wall Shear Stress**

Direct measurements of the wall shear stress are definitely preferred. If the test environment permits, some sort of the floating element method should be used (see Appendix C and also the description of the Kistler Skin Friction Gauge). Extrapolation of the velocity profile to the wall can also be used if floating elements are not practical. Under no circumstances should the Reynolds Analogy be used as the primary method of determining skin friction. The use of the law of the wall also presupposes the form of the results and hence its use is discouraged.
Test Facilities

The ideal facilities for these tests would be space based so that practical considerations such as pumping requirements, total pressures, and total temperatures would not be of concern. However, since we are lacking permanent space stations or lunar facilities, we must make due with earth based testing. It is always preferred that the test environment closely simulate the environment to which the data is to be applied. However, in this case, we recommend against real engine firings. Too many of the recommended diagnostic techniques are not well enough established to allow for their extension to such a hostile environment. In fact, some of the test methods suggested would best be done with windows cut into the nozzle wall. Many of the problems associated with facility requirements disappear if the diagnostic techniques can be made to work for short duration test. Calspan has an excellent short duration test capability which would allow good simulation of high area ratio nozzles. However, it is not clear if either LIF or CARS methods can be made to work with test durations in the 50 millisecond range. The Accurex arc tunnel suggested by one of the experimental test plan contributors would only be acceptable if the total enthalpy gradient across the nozzle could be eliminated.

In order to simulate a real nozzle as closely as possible, we make the following recommendations.

1) The test nozzle should be axisymmetric and have at least an area ratio of 300:1.

2) The flow should be fully turbulent before the throat plane.

3) The flow should be as hot as is compatible with the diagnostic techniques. Flows in the range of 1500°C are recommended. These types of temperatures will allow for adequate heat transfer rates, density variations, and avoid condensation problems.

4) The gas supply system should supply nearly uniform property flow.

In order to assure that the experiments achieve their goal of supplying data to validate analytical models, we also recommend that an organization such as Software and Engineering Associates, Inc. be assigned to monitor the experimental work effort.
# NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>speed of light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_p</td>
<td>droplet radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g(v)</td>
<td>line shape function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>enthalpy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>normal direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>Prandtl number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_e</td>
<td>throat radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re</td>
<td>Reynold's number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>velocity (total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>velocity (total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>distance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Greek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>boundary layer momentum thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \xi )</td>
<td>vorticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
<td>density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta )</td>
<td>boundary layer thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau )</td>
<td>shear stress, characteristic time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>coefficient of viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu )</td>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)

Abbreviations

AL  Astronautics Laboratory
ASE  Rocketdyne Advance Space Engine, area ratio 400:1
BC4515  Experimental Nozzles by JPL, cone shaped
BC1010  Boundary Layer Module of TDK computer code
CARS  Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy
CRC  Coherent Raman Spectroscopy
IRS  Inverse Raman Spectroscopy
IUS  Inertial Upper Stage, Space motor, OTV
JANNAF  Joint Army Navy NASA Air Force
LDA  Laser Doppler Anemometry
LDS  Laser Doppler Spectrometry
LDV  Laser Doppler Velocimetry
LIF  Laser Induced Fluorescence
LOX/\text{H}_2  Liquid Oxygen and Gaseous Hydrogen
LTA  Laser Transit Anemometry
PR-10  Pratt & Whitney Space Engine, area ratio 205:1
SEA  Software and Engineering Associates, Inc.
SRGS  Simulated Raman Spectroscopy
SSME  Space Shuttle Main Engine, area ratio 76:1
TDK  Two Dimensional Kinetic Computer Code
XDELTA  Extended Delta (Solid Propellant Space motor)
XLRS134  OTV Engine, Space Storable, area ratio 767:1
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APPENDIX A

OUTLINE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK FOR THE BOUNDARY LAYER STUDY
EXPERIMENTAL EFFORTS IN BOUNDARY LAYER MEASUREMENTS

ABSTRACT

Experimental efforts should be done for accurate measurements of the flow field variables and boundary layer parameters in a rocket engine nozzle environment. Data for two different nozzles are included in this report for better understanding of an exhaust nozzle environment.

INTRODUCTION

The efforts in experimental work must include techniques to measure parameters in the boundary layer that will produce results of high quality. Quality data on nozzle wall boundary layer is very limited at the present. The data that is most pertinent for checking the analytical models are direct measurements of local wall skin friction and/or shear ($\tau_w$) and heat transfer as well as velocity, temperature, and Reynolds's stress profiles throughout the boundary layer.

A generic nozzle geometry is shown in Figure 1, and the geometry of nozzles under consideration is shown in Figures 2 and 3. EPS is the expansion or area ratio at the exit plane.

Pressure and temperature at the wall for ASE and RL-10 nozzles are indicated in Figures 4 and 5 and related heat transfer fluxes at the wall for these cases are given in Figure 6.

Variation of $\delta^*$ (displacement thickness) and $\theta$ (momentum thickness) for the two engines are given in Figures 7 and 8. The temperature, velocity, and pressure boundary layer profiles for these nozzles are given in Figures 9 and 10. Pressure, temperature, and velocity at the edge of boundary layer as a function of axial location are given in Figures 11-a through 11-c for ASE nozzle and Figures 12-a through 12-c for RL-10 nozzle.
Table I and II represents the Mach number, density, and concentration of four species as a function of expansion ratio. Figure 13 represents the nozzle wall heat flux for a cold wall and Figure 14 is a plot of the adiabatic wall temperature.

These results are obtained by using TDK/BLM Computer Code.

GOAL

Experimental efforts should be done to verify the analytical results. The following parameters should be measured and accurately determined by experiment:

1. $u'$, $v'$ terms in turbulent model or the so called Reynold's stress terms.

2. Profiles of $T/T_e$, $U/U_e$, and possibly $P/P_e$ comparable to those of Figures 9 and 10.

3. Profiles of $\delta$ (boundary layer thickness), $\delta^*$ (displacement thickness) and $\Theta$ (momentum thickness) as a function of axial location identical to Figures 7 and 8.

4. Local wall shear ($\tau_w$) and skin friction ($C_f$).

5. Local heat flux at the wall for a cold wall case, (similar to Figure 13), and temperature at the wall for adiabatic wall comparable to Figure 14.
Figure 1: Schematic of a Nozzle
Figure 2. Nozzle Wall Slope
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RL-10 NOZZLE

R* (Throat Radius) = 2.57''
R1/R* = 1.7899
R2/R* = 2.0623
R3/R* = 0.19
D = 24.94''
EPS = 205
Figure 5. RL-10 Wall Temperature and Pressures
Figure 6. Nozzle Wall Heat Fluxes
A-9
Figure 7. ASE Boundary Layer Thicknesses
Figure 8. RL-10 Boundary Layer Thicknesses
Figure 9. ASE Boundary Layer Profiles
**PRESSURE PROFILE**

- \( \text{EPS} = 250.00 \)
- \( R. \text{ FT} = 1.652 \)
- \( Z. \text{ FT} = 3.620 \)
- \( \text{UE (ETA MAX)} = 14729.6 \)
- \( \text{YE (ETA MAX)} = 0.1432315 \)
- \( \text{PE (ETA MAX)} = 140.1 \)

**VELOCITY PROFILE**

- \( \text{RL-10 CASE LCRVOP=1} \)

**TEMPERATURE PROFILE**

- \( \text{TE (ETA MAX)} \), \( \text{DEG(R)} = 2041.8 \)
- \( \text{TH DEG(R)} = 818.0 \)
Figure 11c. ASE Boundary Layer Flat Velocity

ASE Nozzle
Figure 12a. RL-10 Boundary Layer Edge Pressure

RL-10 Nozzle
Figure 12b. RL-10 Boundary Layer Edge Temperature
Figure 12c. RL-10 Boundary Layer Edge Velocity
Figure 13. ASE Cold Wall Heat Flux
Figure 14. RL-10 Adiabatic Wall Temperature

RL-10 Nozzle

ADIABATIC WALL
### TABLE I

Mach number, density and concentration of some species for variety of expansion ratios for RL-10 nozzle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPS</th>
<th>INITIAL</th>
<th>THROAT</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>56.9</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>197.8</th>
<th>205</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Density</strong></td>
<td><em>lbm/ft^3</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0736248</td>
<td>0.045570</td>
<td>0.0004216</td>
<td>0.0092910</td>
<td>0.0001616</td>
<td>0.7981 x 10^-6</td>
<td>0.7691 x 10^-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mach No.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1471146</td>
<td>0.985947</td>
<td>4.3452</td>
<td>4.6470</td>
<td>5.1692</td>
<td>5.8750</td>
<td>5.9147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[H2]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3515531</td>
<td>0.353717</td>
<td>0.358046</td>
<td>0.358015</td>
<td>0.357928</td>
<td>0.357995</td>
<td>0.357995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[H]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0045368</td>
<td>0.0252339</td>
<td>0.0110736</td>
<td>0.011097</td>
<td>0.011124</td>
<td>0.011108</td>
<td>0.011108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[O]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0013600</td>
<td>0.0007021</td>
<td>0.0014x10^-5</td>
<td>0.1981x10^-5</td>
<td>0.1081x10^-5</td>
<td>0.7731x10^-6</td>
<td>0.7673x10^-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[C2]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0009124</td>
<td>0.000751</td>
<td>0.1491x10^-4</td>
<td>0.1457x10^-4</td>
<td>0.1442x10^-4</td>
<td>0.1443x10^-4</td>
<td>0.1443x10^-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS</td>
<td>INITIAL</td>
<td>THROAT</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENSITY</td>
<td>.453606</td>
<td>.283300</td>
<td>.002554</td>
<td>.0009679</td>
<td>.0004707</td>
<td>.0003952</td>
<td>.0002302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mach No.</td>
<td>.15146</td>
<td>.97838</td>
<td>4.2831</td>
<td>4.8177</td>
<td>5.4028</td>
<td>5.7784</td>
<td>6.6062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{H}_2]$</td>
<td>.211188</td>
<td>.206373</td>
<td>.193000</td>
<td>.192656</td>
<td>.192503</td>
<td>.192469</td>
<td>.1924592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{H}]$</td>
<td>.029373</td>
<td>.024517</td>
<td>.006224</td>
<td>.006530</td>
<td>.006668</td>
<td>.006698</td>
<td>.006705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{O}]$</td>
<td>.0039977</td>
<td>.0027414</td>
<td>.1791x10^-4</td>
<td>.9030x10^-5</td>
<td>.4081x10^-5</td>
<td>.2603x10^-5</td>
<td>.1921x10^-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{O}_2]$</td>
<td>.005247</td>
<td>.0038248</td>
<td>.6255x10^-4</td>
<td>.5716x10^-4</td>
<td>.5527x10^-4</td>
<td>.5491x10^-4</td>
<td>.5478x10^-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B

PRI RESPONSE - EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION STUDIES FOR LARGE AREA-RATIO NOZZLES
Design of propulsion nozzles with very large area ratio is of interest to the Air Force. Software and Engineering Associates, Inc. (SEAI) is presently under contract from the Air Force Astronautics Laboratory to develop improved analytical methods of computing the thrust loss in space engines due to nozzle boundary layers. Validation of the method requires appropriate experimental data which is not available in the open literature. This document discusses a test methodology which would generate the necessary data base for support and validation of the analytical efforts. The experiment concerns the study of the boundary layer flow developed in propulsion nozzles with very large area ratios.

Critical to the success of the program is the choice of the flow facility and the measurement diagnostics. A test facility for analysis of scaled models of nozzles with large area ratios such as RL-10 and ASE nozzles has been identified. A preliminary evaluation of the nozzle scale and performance, and a test plan is presented. The flow diagnostics include the measurement of mean velocity, turbulence intensity, shear stress component, and temperature profile across the boundary layer. Also included are the measurement of surface properties including pressure, temperature, heat transfer rate, and shear stress. The proposed experimental program will provide a complete data-base. This includes data identified by SEAI and required as the initial conditions for their computations. Non-intrusive techniques will be employed for the measurements where possible. The uncertainty of the measurement data will be evaluated either theoretically or experimentally.
1.0 Introduction

Software and Engineering Associates, Inc., under contract to the Air Force Astronautics Laboratory, has developed improved analytical methods for prediction of the thrust losses in space engines due to nozzle boundary layers. Validation of the analytical model requires experimental data with sufficient fidelity and completeness. Such boundary layer data for nozzles with high expansion ratios and operating at conditions of interest is not available. It is therefore necessary to develop a test where the appropriate flow conditions and the experimental data base can be obtained.

The purpose of the proposed experimental program is to generate the data base necessary for the validation and verification of the analytical codes developed for the prediction of high-expansion-ratio rocket nozzle performance. The parameters which are of interest include:

- Boundary layer velocity profiles
- Turbulence intensity profiles
- Boundary layer temperature profiles
- Surface pressure and heat transfer
- Location of laminar/turbulent transition on the wall

In this white paper, brief descriptions of potential measurement techniques and of the flow facility are given.

2.0 Test Plan

Development of a complete data-base required for validation of analytical predictions must be based on experimental facilities which can accurately simulate operating conditions of interest. It should also provide data on initial and boundary conditions necessary for analytical
simulation studies. Data must also be collected at regions in the flow field where new features incorporated in the computational code can be tested. For high area ratio nozzles, these requirements call for design of an experimental test facility that can model very high expansion rates. This can be achieved by designing nozzles of large area ratios and short-to-moderate lengths. Three nozzle designs with area ratios of 77, 205 and 400 were considered in the SNAI computational simulations.

Because of prohibitive costs associated with design of full scale model test configurations, smaller scaled models of these nozzles are to be considered. Unfortunately, even these scaled experiments present some difficulties. The high area-ratio nozzles require very high pump throughputs and very low back pressures. This requirement limits the nozzle throat diameter, which in turn demands relatively small-scale nozzles thereby making detailed flow measurements inside the boundary layer extremely difficult.

The proposed experimental test plan is based on the facilities available at Aourex Corporation laboratories. The design has been a compromise between the requirements set forward by SNAI for code verification and the experimental limitations of the Aourex test facilities.

2.1 Aourex Experimental Test Facilities

The arc plasma laboratory of the Aourex Corporation is equipped with an arc plasma generator for providing reentry simulations, rocket engine simulations, and testing of ablative materials. The arc heater is generally used as a high temperature gas source. The schematic of the present plasma test facility is shown in Figure 1. Maximum input power of 1 MW can be supplied to the arc heater. Vacuum pumping limits of the steam jet ejector vacuum pumps is 0.2 torr, and maximum standard operating pressure of the arc
heater is 10 atmospheres. Estimated bulk arc enthalpy is 2000 BTU/lb at a gas temperature of 6300°F. It may be possible to lower the gas enthalpy by injecting cold nitrogen into the mixing plenum upstream of the arc heater; however, vacuum pumping limits the total mass flow rate to 150 lb/hr at the lowest vacuum tank pressure levels.

2.2 Experimental Test Set Up

The available test configuration will be slightly modified for the proposed experiments. The schematic of the proposed test set up is given in Figure 2. The nozzle will be placed external to and bolted up to the forward bulkhead of the vacuum chamber. The nozzle will be water cooled, made of copper, and have a throat diameter of 1/4-inches. The length of diverging section of the nozzle is 5.8-inches, which is slightly smaller than the 6-inch length required for an area ratio of 205. This was necessary to prevent the exit temperature from dropping below the air liquification temperature. The contour of the nozzle, however, is identical to that of RL-10 (see Figure 3). The exit condition under these conditions are calculated to be

\[ M_e = 8.04, \quad P_e = 2.63 \times 10^{-4} \text{ atm, } \quad T_e = 100^\circ\text{K} \]

The arc exit conditions are

\[ P_t = 2.85 \text{ atm, and } \quad T_t = 1400^\circ\text{K} \]

The total mass flow rate is calculated to be the abovenoted limiting value of 150 lb/hr. The area ratio is 193, and the boundary-layer thickness at the exit is estimated to be between .5 and 1 cm, which is of sufficient thickness for profile measurement at several stations along the nozzle.

The instrumentation required for boundary-layer profile measurements will be placed outside the nozzle. In this way the problems associated with window contouring and non-uniform wall cooling will be avoided.
The following instrumentation will be employed for the proposed study.

1. Laser Doppler velocimetry for measurement of velocity profiles across the boundary layer at several stations, measurement of Reynolds stresses, and location of boundary layer separation, if any.


3. Two-wave Laser Induced Fluorescent Spectroscopy for measurement of the boundary layer temperature profiles.

4. Measurement of the location of boundary layer transition by application of a sheet of piezoelectric material along the nozzle wall.

The details of these experiments are given below.

2.2.1 Mean and Fluctuating Velocity Measurement

Experimental data on mean velocity components, \( u,v \), fluctuating velocity components \( u',v' \), and the shear stress component, \( u'v' \), are usually of critical importance in the understanding of the development of a flow within a given geometry. They also provide the detailed map of the flow field needed for validation of experimental data. From the velocity data, other important data such as boundary layer thickness, momentum thickness, wall shear stresses, and location of boundary layer separation may also be inferred.

Measurement of gas velocity in the environment of interest is desired. Because of the small measurement scales involved, the disturbances caused by intrusive techniques, such as pitot probes or hot wires, will result in large inaccuracies. Laser Doppler velocimetry is a reliable technique for such
measurements in an accurate and nonintrusive manner.

Figure 4 illustrates the basic components of a dual scatter laser anemometer system. One can interpret the process as the production of two sets of fringes in the detection volume. For two-component measurement of velocity, two laser light wavelengths are used. Argon lasers are ideally suited for this process, since two dominant wavelengths (488 nm and 514 nm) are of nearly equal power in available lasers. In Figure 4, beams B and C are of two different colors, while beam A is a mixture of the two.

In a two-component system, the orientation of the fringes, with respect to each other and with respect to the flow direction, can be optimized for most cases. If the flow direction is approximately known, then the fringes should be oriented symmetrically about this direction. The optimum angle between the fringes is about 60 degrees. This provides the most accurate data for both components of velocity.

In any of the geometries described above, a bias frequency can be added to the Doppler signal. In terms of the fringe model, this can be described as producing a system with moving fringes, so that for a stationary scattering center in the sample volume, the scattered light will be modulated at a frequency determined by the rate at which the fringes move. Fringes that are produced by interfering beams of two different optical frequencies will move at a rate that increases with the frequency difference. Any point in the fringe pattern will vary sinusoidally at the frequency difference of the two waves. Moving fringes can be produced by several different methods. A frequency shift can be added to either or both of the two waves with a Bragg cell.

Fiber optics may be used to transmit the beam to the measurement location and transfer the collected beam back to the detectors. Figure 5
shows the sketch of a fiber-optic LDV transmitter and Figure 6 shows a fiber-based complete LDV system for use in a shock tube.

2.2.1.1 Flow Seeding

The subject of proper seeding of the flow has been acknowledged as one of the most critical problem areas in LDV. Fundamental to all applications of LDV is the assumption that the flow can be characterized by the motion of the scatter centers, that either reside in the flow naturally or are introduced into it artificially. The effects of particle dynamic on LDV measurements may be summarized as follows:

1. Interpretation of LDV measurements requires the capability of analytically examining particle dynamics effects;
2. Broad particle-size distributions produce artificial turbulence and should be avoided;
3. Maximum acceptable particle size for typical mean velocity measurements are less than 0.5 microns;
4. Absolute maximum acceptable particle size is probably driven by turbulence, not mean-flow requirements;
5. Correction for mean-flow particle lag may be feasible for monodisperse seed particles.

Figure 7 illustrates the response of various size particles to a shock wave, showing that even the smallest particles required a considerable relaxation distance to attain the gas velocity after passing through the shock.

Approaches dealing with the problem experimentally include seeding with known particle distributions or preferably with monodisperse particles, and also attempting to reject data arising from particles that are too large to
accurately follow the flow. In the early days of LDV, attempts were focused on making measurements without artificial seeding. Today, it is almost universally accepted that starting with a clean flow and artificially seeding with a proper material is preferred. Submicron particles of sizes between 0.1 and 0.5 microns at the rate of 1000-5000 per second are recommended for LDV measurements. Computations were made for particle concentration requirement for accurate LDV measurement over the entire flow field between the nozzle throat and exit plane. It was concluded that such requirements could be met by generation of soot particles from burning of a relatively small amount of sufficiently rich mixture of acetylene air gases.

2.2.2 Heat-Transfer Rate and Temperature Measurements

Several different sensors and/or techniques are used for the measurement of heat transfer rate. These include discrete transducers such as the Gardon gage and Schmidt-Boelter gage, surface temperature sensors such as thin-film resistance thermometers and coaxial surface thermocouples, and calorimetric devices such as thin-skin models and individual slug calorimeters. Measurements are also made by thermal mapping techniques, which include an infrared scanning camera, phase-change paint, and thermographic phosphorescent paint. Each of these sensors and/or techniques has its own merits and liabilities.

As part of this task, investigations will be made to determine the most appropriate temperature measurement devices. Due to the presence of high wall temperature and physical limitations, Gardon gages seem to provide a convenient method of measurement.

The principle of operation of a Gardon gage is based on radial heat conduction, as illustrated in Figure 8. For a constant heat flux, $q$, at the
gage surface, a constant temperature difference \((T_C - T_E)\) is established between the center and edge of a constantan foil attached to a copper heat sink. A self-generating transducer is thus formed with an output signal directly proportional to the incident heat flux at the sensing surface. An additional thermocouple is attached to the inside wall of the heat sink for monitoring the temperature of the gage during aerodynamic testing. High temperature components can be used in the fabrication of the conventional Gardon gage to permit continuous service operation at temperatures of 1000°F.

Since the temperature levels present in the wall nozzle are higher than the maximum range permitted by these gages, surface measurements will be made during transient blow-down operation of the arc heater. The system will be operated until steady-state conditions are obtained at the nozzle. The arc heater is then shut off and temperature-time history is recorded. The heat transfer rate is given by

\[
\dot{q} = \rho_w C_w \frac{dT_w}{dt}
\]

where \(\rho_w\) and \(C_w\) are density and specific heat of the thermocouple junction, \(T_w\) is the wall temperature, and \(t\) is time.

2.2.2.1 Measurement of Skin Friction

In principal, determination of local skin friction requires the determination of the velocity gradients close to the wall \(\tau_w = \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \big|_w\). Although these measurements are straightforward at low speeds, measurements at high Mach numbers cannot be directly made with high accuracy. Reynolds analogy hypothesis states that a constant ratio exists between heat flux and shear stresses at the wall, and therefore provides a convenient means for predicting skin friction. The skin friction coefficient, \(C_{f_x}\), is given by

\[
\frac{C_{f_x}}{2} = \frac{\text{Nu}_x}{\text{Re}_x \cdot \text{Pr}}
\]
On the basis of experimental evidence Colburn empirically modified the Reynolds analogy as

\[ \frac{C_f}{2} = \frac{\text{Nu}_x}{\text{Re}_x \cdot \text{Pr}^{1/3}} \]

where \( \text{Nu}_x = \frac{h_x \cdot x}{k} = \frac{d \cdot x}{(T_r - T_\infty)k} \)

is local Nusselt number

\( \text{Re}_x = \frac{\rho u_x \cdot x}{\mu} \)

is local Reynolds number

\( \text{Pr} = \frac{\nu}{\rho C_p} \)

is fluid Prandtl number

\( x \) is distance along the wall, \( T_r \) is recovery temperature and \( \rho, C_p, \mu, \) and \( k \)

are density, specific heat, viscosity and thermal conductivity of the fluid, respectively. Other relationships that could be used for determination of skin friction are given by the Prandtl analogy and the Von Kármán analogy.

2.2.3 Measurement of Temperature Profiles

Measurement of temperature in supersonic flows usually involves determination of total temperature and Mach number at the point of interest. Mach number can be determined by means of a static-pitot pressure sensor. When flow is hypersonic, total temperature could be higher than the range measureable by most thermocouples. In the nozzle flow considered here the total temperature is 1400 K. Nozzles with higher area ratios encounter even higher total temperatures. In addition, the technique is intrusive and physical size of the thermocouple assembly limits the spatial resolution. A non-intrusive method of temperature measurement, such as two-wave Laser Induced Fluorescence Spectroscopy (LIFS), is recommended in this study. This
method is highly desirable since it measures static rather than total temperature directly. The need for use of pitot pressure and total temperature sensors are eliminated altogether.

The LIPS technique involves the selective excitation of a chemical species of interest and detection of the resulting fluorescence signal normal to the incident laser beam. The fluorescent signal is proportional to the number density. The selective excitation of two absorption lines and the ratio of the fluorescence signals, which is equivalent to the ratio of number of ground state to excited state transitions, is given by the Boltzmann ratio and is used to determine the temperature. This technique has been used by many authors for determination of flame temperature using OH as the fluorescing specie (see References 1 and 2).

In the present study iodine gas will be added to the nitrogen (or air) gas. The fluorescence levels of the ground vibrational level at 5145 nm and the strong transition at 550 nm will be measured for determination of the gas temperature. A maximum of 1 part of iodine to 3720 parts of air is required.

The sampling volume is 100 μm in length by 100 μm in diameter. It is therefore concluded that a minimum of 20 measurements across the boundary layer can be made.

2.2.4 Determination of Laminar-Turbulent Transition Location

The technique involves application of a very thin (10-100 μm thick) film of high elasticity polyvinylidenfluorid (PVDF) compound. The thermo-electric polarization allows utilization of this foil as a pressure transducer. The film can be glued to the wall surface. Micro-leads on or under the surface can be used to obtain the electric signal. The signal responds to the pressure gradient rather than pressure as in conventional stress gages. With
this measuring technique it is possible to utilize the pressure fluctuation in the transitional boundary layer region. This technique was successfully applied in the wind tunnel boundary layer transition testing over the wing of an Airbus model by the German aircraft industry (Reference 3).

This approach will be employed for determination of the transition point from laminar to turbulent flow in the high area-ratio nozzles. The nozzle wall will be covered by the PVDF film. Several piezo foils will be glued in the area where transition is expected (see Figure 9). The distinct increase in piezo RMS values between different sensors defines the position and also the extent of the transitional regime. The only concern in applying this approach is the temperature resistance of the foil material to the wall temperatures. These materials have been successfully used up to temperatures of 140°C. The question of whether sufficient cooling can be achieved at the wall has to be investigated.
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APPENDIX C

CALSPAN RESPONSE - BOUNDARY LAYER MEASUREMENT CAPABILITIES
4.3 GASEOUS-EQUIVALENT TECHNIQUE

The gaseous-equivalent propellant technique was developed by Calspan\textsuperscript{26} and has been used for simulating the combustion of a wide variety of gaseous and liquid bi-propellant combinations\textsuperscript{27–30}. Most recently, this technique was applied successfully to the simulation of a solid propellant combustion process\textsuperscript{32–33}.

As discussed in Reference 26, the combustion products and combustion conditions of an earth-storable liquid propellant combination can be exactly duplicated by the combustion of a gaseous fuel and oxidizer combination which is at the same initial temperature if (1) the elemental composition (i.e., atomic species and their proportions) of the liquid and gaseous propellants are the same and (2) the initial energies (i.e., total enthalpies) of the two propellant combinations are the same. Based upon these requirements, a liquid NTO/MMH rocket which operates at the nominal mixture ratio can be duplicated by the combustion of a gaseous oxidizer having a volumetric composition of 33.3% nitrogen and 66.7% oxygen with a gaseous fuel mixture of 28.6% nitrogen, 14.3% ethylene and 57.1% hydrogen.
A comparison of the predicted combustion conditions and products of reaction for NTO/M14 liquid and gaseous equivalent reactants is presented in Table 4. These rocket performance calculations, based on the assumptions of chemical equilibrium combustion and nozzle expansion, were made using the CEC combustion code, which incorporates a library of least-square temperature coefficient fits to the JANNAF (circa 1971) species thermochemical data.

### Table 4: Theoretical Performance of Liquid and Gaseous-Equivalent NTO Propellants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Combustion Chamber</th>
<th>Area Ratio = 34.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure, psia</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature, °R</td>
<td>5536</td>
<td>5494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular Weight (MW)</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Heat Ratio ((\gamma))</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic Velocity ((c_0^*)</td>
<td>5728</td>
<td>5693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combustion Products, Mol Frac.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>0.1321</td>
<td>0.1320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO(_2)</td>
<td>0.0350</td>
<td>0.0364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.0215</td>
<td>0.0201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H(_2)</td>
<td>0.1620</td>
<td>0.1621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H(_2)O</td>
<td>0.3241</td>
<td>0.3263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>0.3043</td>
<td>0.3050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>0.0182</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(_2)</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The gaseous-equivalent approach is shown to provide nearly identical
conditions within the combustion chamber and at the exit plane of the nominal
34.1 area ratio nozzle.

The mean properties of the oxidizer and fuel gas mixtures are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxidizer</th>
<th>Fuel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MW = 30.67</td>
<td>MW = 13.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R = 50.38 lbm ft/lbm °R</td>
<td>R = 117.4 lbm ft/lbm °R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_p = 0.228 BTU/lbm °R</td>
<td>C_p = 0.562 BTU/lbm °R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = 1.40</td>
<td>Y = 1.368</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 OPERATION OF TEST CONFIGURATION ROCKET SYSTEM

The gaseous propellant supply system employed was similar in scale
and operation to systems used in previous Calspan experiments. It consists
of propellant charge tubes (30-40 feet long x 0.87 inch I.D.), flow control
venturis, rapid-opening solenoid valves, and an injector to which the combustion
chamber and rocket nozzle are attached. The system is represented schematically
in Figure 19 which also presents data records illustrative of the system operation.
Upon opening the solenoid valves, a rapid equilibration of the feed system pres-
sures upstream of the injector occurs. Steady-state flows are established
through the venturis and the injector passages. Combustion is initiated by
energizing a spark plug located within the rocket combustion chamber.

Coincident with the initiation of the flow from the propellant charge
tubes, centered expansion waves propagate upstream in the charge tubes at
acoustic velocity. During the period required for these waves to reach the
upstream end of the charge tubes, reflect, and return to the venturis, the
supply conditions at the venturi inlets remain constant and flow conditions are
completely steady with time. Two wave transit times are in evidence during
the 70-80 ms rocket firing duration. Note, however that the pressure changes
resulting from the re-reflected expansion waves are very small (~1%). The injector inlet pressures and the chamber pressure remain constant for a duration which is much longer than required to acquire the plume stagnation pressure data.

Oxidizer and fuel flowrates were determined from the respective charge tube pressures and venturi flow calibrations conducted prior to the plume survey test series. Adjustments of these flowrates for the purpose of changing the rocket chamber pressure were thus accomplished by simply increasing or decreasing the charge tube pressures to maintain the desired nominal mixture ratio.
FIGURE 21  REPRESENTATIVE PLUME STAGNATION PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
EXAMPLES OF ROCKET NOZZLE MEASUREMENTS
FROM SHORT-DURATION EXPERIMENTS

FIGURE 16  TYPICAL NOZZLE STATIC PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
FIGURE 17  TYPICAL PSV SURFACE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
Shielded fine-wire resistance thermometers have been developed to measure the total temperature in hypersonic flows as well as in the near-wake, reverse flow regions behind aerodynamic models. The probe sensing element is a resistance wire mounted on slender needles (Figure 1). Temperature is sensed electrically by utilizing the sensing element as a resistive component in a constant current circuit; thus the recorded voltage across the resistance wire...
is related to its temperature and consequently to the fluid in which it is immersed. Resistance wires of tungsten, platinum and platinum/rhodium alloys have been used. Probe response times of 1-2 milliseconds have been achieved with 0.001-inch diameter wires (typically, 0.060-inch long).

**Thermocouple Total Temperature Probes**

Total temperature probes, consisting of very small, housed thermocouples have been developed and employed on a number of research programs. The probes are nominally 0.06-inch O.D. and utilize 0.0005-inch diameter chromel-alumel thermocouple wires. The small size, fast ( ~ ms) response, ruggedness, and ease of calibration make them well-suited to the subject effort.

**Pressure Transducers**

A variety of miniature, fast-response pressure transducers has been developed by Calspan. The sensors employ lead-zirconium-titanate piezoelectric ceramics as pressure-sensitive energy sources and integral field effect transistors (FET) as power amplifiers. In addition to their small size (nominally 0.37-inch diameter by 0.23-inch thick) they are characterized by high sensitivity and linearity and have a broad, dynamic range. Transducers of several different types are available with a combined pressure range of from 0.001 psia to several hundred psia. To provide acceleration compensation, an additional pressure-insensitive diaphragm-ceramic unit, wired in opposition to the active unit, is incorporated; this design reduces acceleration sensitivity to a measured value as low as 0.001 psi/g. A line-of-sight heat shield is used to minimize temperature and radiation effects.

Another sensor, employing similar sensing elements and signal conditioning electronics, is configured as a 1/8-inch diameter probe.
Skin Friction Sensors

The skin friction sensors developed by Calspan consist of a shear sensitive metric element (a diaphragm which is flat or contoured to conform to the wall surface profile) which is supported by piezoelectric ceramic posts. As a result of an applied shear, the piezoelectric elements are stressed and produce electrical output. In a manner similar to the pressure transducers (previously described), these sensors utilize shear-insensitive components for acceleration compensation and FET circuitry for power amplification. Transducers are available to measure shear stresses in the range of 0.0001 to 2.0 psi.

Heat Transfer Gages

The measurement of heat transfer rates to stagnation probes and model surfaces has been accomplished utilizing Calspan developed heat transfer gages. These units are basically thin-film resistance thermometers which sense transient surface temperature. A typical gauge consists of a thin film of platinum, approximately 0.1 micron thick by 5 mm by 0.5 mm, which is fused to a pyrex model insert. As the heat capacity of the gauge itself is negligible, the film temperature is a measure of the instantaneous surface temperature of the pyrex and is related to the heat transfer rate by the classical equation of heat transfer into a semi-infinite slab of known thermal characteristics. Analog networks have been developed to convert the output of the gage directly to a voltage which is proportional to heat transfer rate. Measurements of heating rates over a range of 0.1 to 1500 Btu/Ft²/sec have been made. Multi-element gages for making measurements with high spatial resolution (~ 0.050 inch intervals) and single element gages smaller than 0.050-inch diameter have been produced.
**Probe Configurations**

A variety of probes have been fabricated for the measurement of free stream and boundary-layer flows. Of particular interest to the subject study are the conventional multi-element survey rake configurations which consist of an array of probes deployed in a vertical line to monitor with high spatial resolution the characteristics of a boundary layer. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate typical rake configurations. For the purpose of gas sampling, or the measurement of static or stagnation pressure, these probe arrays are simply tubes which communicate the boundary layer properties to an appropriate remotely-located sensor, for example, a gas analyzer or pressure transducer. For gas concentration sampling, the measurement of boundary-layer total temperature can be accomplished using miniature temperature probes, as previously described, in place of the tubes.

**Gas Sampling**

Two basic approaches have been employed at Calspan for the determination of gas concentrations in flow fields. One method, which is generally utilized in short-duration experiments, requires the use of sampling probes which open and close rapidly to "capture" a sample of the gas and retain it for subsequent measurement of its composition. The second approach is simpler and more applicable to continuous flow experiments. It consists of sampling the flow field with probes not unlike the pitot tubes shown in Figures 2 and 3. The gas samples may be delivered to collection reservoirs for later analysis or routed directly to gas analyzers for on-line evaluation. Accurate analyses may be accomplished using standard gas chromatographs or mass spectrometers. For these measurements a variety of common gases (for example, CO₂, He, Ar) may be used as the boundary layer injectant (or alternatively, as tracers in the injectant). If mixed gases are used, sampling of the mixture prior to injection can be made to assess and ensure homogeneity. Furthermore, comparisons of the measured flow field concentrations with the free stream and injectant levels ahead of the injection station can be used to assess quantitatively the extent of free stream entrainment and the mixing of the free stream/boundary-layer flows.
Figure 3  BOUNDARY-LAYER SURVEY RAKE
**Instrumentation Calibration**

A large variety of calibration equipment is available to support the instrumentation requirements of the research programs at Calspan. Several air and oil dead-weight testers, hook-gage apparatus, and high-pressure oxygen-compatible hardware allow dynamic and steady-state pressure calibrations to be performed over the range of 0.001 to 10,000 psia with uncertainties of less than 1% of the measured value. In addition, temperature calibrations up to about 1000°F can be performed to within similar accuracies.

Calspan maintains a central facility for the maintenance and calibration of laboratory instruments. A primary standards laboratory, containing reference and primary standards traceable to the National Bureau of Standards, and a secondary Standards Laboratory, providing the services necessary for the maintenance and periodic calibration of diverse electronic equipment and measuring instruments, support the activities of the technical departments.
APPENDIX D

AEROJET TECHSYSTEMS RESPONSE
Dear Homayun:

During our recent meeting at Aerojet you described the code development effort in progress to produce tools for more accurately predicting the viscous losses in high expansion area ratio nozzles. You discussed the type of experimental program required to validate the code and obtain fundamental turbulence properties that would improve the code. You asked us to describe an experimental program to support the code development and verification and how we at Aerojet would be able to support such an experimental program.

From our standpoint, a code that predicts the drag exerted on the nozzle wall by the expanding gas to about 5 to 10% would be adequate. A useful experiment could be run by expanding hot \( \text{N}_2 \) to an expansion ratio of about 100, measuring thrust, flowrate and \( P_c \) very accurately. If the codes duplicated the measured thrust very closely it would be validated. However, if it did not, little information for improving the code would be obtained.

If the nozzle is fairly large, maybe 2 feet in diameter at the exit, point measurements of local shear stresses and heat fluxes at the wall can be made using standard techniques. A traversing hypodermic pitot probe can resolve velocity profiles very accurately for large nozzles. We have facilities on line to do the type of experiment described in the preceding.

Measurement of \( U' \) and \( V' \) at high Mach numbers is difficult. Laser doppler velocimeters collect light scattered by particles in the flow. In order to follow the high frequency oscillations at high Mach numbers, the particle size must be sub-micron which is the same order as the wavelength of visible light. The signal strength at these conditions is very weak. Hot wire probes work well as long as the gas total temperature is low enough to allow operating a wire at a temperature at which the wire can survive. \( \text{N}_2 \) must be heated to prevent condensation in high area nozzles. Unheated helium could be used at high expansion ratios but it is expensive. Cooled hot film probes can probably be used with heated \( \text{N}_2 \). Aerojet personnel have
extensive experience with hot wire probes and could make these measurements with confidence. Problems associated with LDV systems and the time and cost of putting such a system into operation seem to make LDV impractical for this experiment.

Jack Hyde
Combustion Analysis
Engineering Analysis Dept.
APPENDIX E

AEDC RESPONSE - BOUNDARY LAYER CODE
VALIDATION MEASUREMENTS (TURBULENT)
AEDC

BOUNDARY LAYER CODE VALIDATION MEASUREMENTS
(TURBULENT)
C. C. Limbaugh

The detailed approach for producing the requisite code validation data naturally depends upon the specific codes requirements which are still to be determined in final form. Generally, however, the requirements can be anticipated to some degree because of the common features peculiar to boundary layers. The general sorts of measurements which are considered initially are:

- nozzle heat transfer
- nozzle pressure
- turbulent intensity
- static pressure
- nozzle skin friction
- velocity
- flow angle
- static temperature

Of perhaps greatest concern initially is the source of the gas flow for the boundary layer production. The nozzle is necessarily of relatively large area ratio to assure large boundary layer growth, but the throat must be small as possible in order to reduce mass flow and energy requirements to the minimum practical. Lower exit pressures will similarly promote boundary layer growth. With the large expansion ratio or low static pressures and temperatures, condensation of the working gas is a consideration. There are several facilities at the AEDC which will provide the pumping capacity appropriate to such an experiment, all with greatly varied costs and capabilities. Of note:

Propulsion Facilities: These are facilities that are capable of sustained mass flows of inert or combustion gases. The highest pressure altitudes are reached in the R2H facility which can maintain a mass flow of 0.1 lbm/sec continuous at a pressure altitude of approximately 250,000 ft (0.005 psi). The other larger facilities for propulsion testing/reasearch scale upwards to the large facilities that can accomodate the 2nd stage Peacekeeper at a sustained altitude of approximately 90,000 ft (0.15 psi).

Space Chambers: These facilities are similarly of varied sizes that scale from the 4-x 10-ft Research Vacuum Chamber to the 80 ft Mark I chamber. These vacuum chambers can maintain near vacuum conditions (pressure altitude of 500,000 ft) for reasonable times within the pumping capacities of the mechanical and cryopumping capacities of the specific chamber. Some selectivity in the gases is required because of the requirements of cryopumping. For example, the 4-x 10-ft chamber can maintain an altitude in excess of 250,00 ft for extended periods of time (minutes to hours) at a mass flow of 10 gms/sec of N2.

Relevant to the specific conditions for the boundary layer measurements, it is appropriate to note that a conceptual approach for performance testing of small scale thrusters has
been previously examined for the R2H facility with the conditions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{A/A}^* & : 100 - 1000 \\
\text{Po} & : 1200 \text{ psi} \\
\text{To} & : 1800 \text{ R} \\
\text{Re} & > 100,000
\end{align*}
\]

These conditions seem, on the surface, appropriate to the issue of the production of the boundary layer. The R2H has similarly been run with small rockets with a variety of fuels.

Heat transfer, skin friction, and nozzle pressure are more or less conventional sorts of measurements that can be addressed by conventional means and are routinely addressed at the AEDC. Depending on the experimental conditions, more exotic instrumentation can be brought to bear for wall temperature measurements, such as thermal imaging cameras. There are practical considerations for application of the thermal imaging systems, but these are generally solved problems.

Other conventional measurements that are appropriate to boundary layer measurements include very small pitot probes (0.08 in dia), cone probes, hot wire anemometry, etc. These measurements provide for static pressure, Mach number, flow angularity, and other derived quantities. The extremely small probes have a limited range of application (e.g. Stagnation conditions generally need to be below the softening point of the materials) but all the techniques have been applied at the AEDC at one time or another. For extreme environments, the cone probes offer a likely avenue: Water cooled Cone probes have been designed and operated as small as 1/8 in and in total conditions to 300 psi and 3000 K. The STARTECH probes (3/8 in, 1500psi, and 3500K) are AEDC designed and calibrated, but have not been applied yet. Smaller water cooled probes are possible, with the specific design directed by the experiment. These intrusive techniques provide a means of incursions into the nozzle itself and probing upstream of any lip effects.

Conventional nonintrusive diagnostics that are well developed which might be appropriate to the determination of the boundary layer properties include broad band and narrow band Emission Absorption, Raman, Schlieren, laser fluorescence, and electron beam fluorescence. These techniques have all been applied in the test environment and application depends on the specific design of the experiment. Physical properties that can be derived from these measurement techniques include static temperature, species densities, and static pressure and density. To my knowledge, turbulent intensity has not been measured by any of these techniques. These techniques lend themselves to measurements at the nozzle exit, and it is not clear that a modification to the usual approach would allow incursion upstream of the lip. Spatial resolution of these techniques is, generally, quite small and is limited by the optics used.

Spark or laser tagging techniques have been successfully
applied in some cases and may be useful here. In this technique the laser is used to make a spark or otherwise tag a flow constituent. The time development of the spark or tag is examined with high speed instrumentation and the flow properties inferred. Laser Velocimetry is not really considered for this application since the developed techniques are appropriate only for low speed flows and depend on seed particles being present in the flow. However, if required, such a technique might be appropriate for the thin subsonic portion of the boundary layer with a carefully thought out experiment.

Other nonintrusive techniques that are under development that are appropriate for boundary layer flows includes the Sodium fluorescein determination of velocity, static temperature, and turbulent fluctuations. This is planned for development at the AEDC in Fy88 in support of hypersonic testing and has not been applied here. The approach is an outgrowth of work reported by Miles and his students (e.g. Phys of Fluids, Vol. 26, No. 4, pp.874, April, 1983). Essentially the technique depends on exciting the sodium (or by inference, some other molecule or atom in the flow) fluorescent line with a laser and observing the emitted light from several positions relative to the gas flow and the exciting beam. The shift in the emitted light because of the motion of the emitting molecule shifts the emitted light from its natural wavelength and the amount of the shift is directly related to the molecular velocity along the line of sight. Measurement parallel to the flow axis gives velocity, measurement normal to the flow direction will yield temperature, and observing fluctuations about the mean provides determination of the turbulent fluctuations. Present indications suggest that fluctuation times to 50 microsec are within reach. The technique is appropriate for supersonic flows and application below Mach 1 does not appear appropriate except under extreme low density conditions.

Other techniques have been reported in the literature that might be appropriate but application has been limited. Of specific note for the boundary layer measurements includes some of the small fibre optic probes which might be used upstream of the nozzle lip. These approaches utilize generally conventional emission absorption techniques with unconventional insertion of the probe beam into the flow via a fiber optic for transmitting and receiving. With the advent of the fibers that transmit into the infrared, a wide variety of molecules become available for diagnostics but it is not clear that designs that will survive extremely hostile environments exist.

Other unconventional untried approaches come to mind which may provide requisite data, but these are not generally "off the shelf" e. g. using a laser to heat a spot on the nozzle wall and the downstream flow observed with Schlieren or other density or thermally sensitive instrument; making the nozzle from some transparent or reflective material and using these as access to the interior of the nozzle. None of these have been accomplished and at least must be considered frivolous without considerable
additional thought and development.

In conclusion, there are a variety of techniques that can be brought to bear on the determination of the boundary layer properties. Specific application depends on specific definition. The use of a combustion source in the chamber (an easy way to get turbulent flow) will provide a set of total conditions that will preclude, generally, intrusive probes that are uncooled and thus will necessitate a larger expansion ratio for the boundary layer growth to accommodate the larger water-cooled probes. More benign chamber conditions to accommodate smaller probes begins to restrict the choice of working gas and the production of the turbulent flow with a large boundary layer becomes problematic. Nonintrusive techniques are best applied at the nozzle exit and incursion of these techniques into the nozzle flow upstream of the lip similarly becomes problematic. The limitations and boundary conditions are generally well known for all the techniques however, and it seems reasonable that a carefully thought-out experiment will provide the requisite data.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TECHNIQUE</th>
<th>RELEVANT PHYSICAL PARAMETERS</th>
<th>APPLICATION RANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IR EMISSION/ABSORPTION</td>
<td>$T_s(r), H_2O(r), CO_2(r)$</td>
<td>$300^\circ \leq T \leq 3000^\circ K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10^{16} \leq n \leq 10^{20} \text{cm}^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESONANCE ABSORPTION</td>
<td>$T_s(r), OH(r), NO(r)$</td>
<td>$300^\circ \leq T \leq 1500^\circ K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10^{14} \leq n \leq 10^{17} \text{cm}^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRON BEAM</td>
<td>$T_s(r), N_2(r), H_2(r)$</td>
<td>$300^\circ \leq T \leq 1500^\circ K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10^{13} \leq n \leq 10^{16} \text{cm}^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROBES</td>
<td>$T_0(r), P_0(r), P_3(r)$</td>
<td>$10^{12} \leq n \leq 10^{21} \text{cm}^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPECIES IDENTIFICATION FLOW ANGLE</td>
<td>$100^\circ \leq T \leq 5000^\circ K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10^{14} \leq n \leq 10^{21} \text{cm}^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAYLEIGH SCATTERING</td>
<td>$n(r)$</td>
<td>$300^\circ \leq T \leq 3000^\circ K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raman Scattering</td>
<td>$T_s(r), H_2(r), O_2(r), OH(r), H_2O(r), H_2(r)$</td>
<td>$10^{15} \leq n \leq 10^{20} \text{cm}^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH RESOLUTION IR SPECTROSCOPY</td>
<td>SPECIES IDENTIFICATION</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV IMAGING</td>
<td>DISTRIBUTION OF UV ACTIVE SPECIES</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUNABLE DIODE LASER</td>
<td>$T_s(r), H_2O(r), CO(r), OH(r)$</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE</td>
<td>$T_s(r), OH(r)$</td>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAS PHASE</td>
<td>PARTICLE PHASE</td>
<td>MECHANICAL/STRUCTURAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR EMISSION-ABSORPTION</td>
<td>SAMPLING PROBES</td>
<td>RADIOMETRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESONANCE ABSORPTION</td>
<td>LASER PHOTOGRAPHY</td>
<td>INTERFEROMETRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRON BEAM FLUORESCENCE</td>
<td>LASER SCATTERING</td>
<td>FLASH X-RAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMPLING PROBES</td>
<td>PARTICLE SIZING INTERFEROMETRY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPACT PROBES</td>
<td>HOLOGRAMY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONE PROBES</td>
<td>X-RAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT WIRE PROBES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAYLEIGH SCATTERING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMAN SCATTERING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECTROSCOPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULTRAVIOLET IMAGING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUNABLE DIODE LASER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF CFD CODE RESULTS FOR ROCKET NOZZLE EXHAUST

APPROACH

In order to measure the velocities in the exit plane of a rocket nozzle exhaust, laser-based velocimetry (LV) techniques can be used. For velocities up to 5000 ft/s both the laser doppler velocimeter (LDV) and the laser-two-focus (L2F) systems can be employed. The physics regarding the principles of these techniques will not be discussed here as they are written up in many texts on the subject. The LDV technique has the inherent advantage that it can provide the Reynolds shear stress directly for a two component system. However, at such high velocities, the burst processor dictates that the fringe spacing be large, thereby yielding the measurement volume to be quite long (on the order of 0.5 inch or more). This, therefore, raises questions regarding spatial resolution of the measurements, and hence the validity of "making" point measurements. However, if the Reynolds shear stress measurement is the important parameter then one is limited to the LDV technique, in spite of the spatial resolution problem. If, instead, the mean and turbulence intensity velocity profiles would suffice, then the L2F technique would be the desired way to go provided the turbulence intensities are not in excess of 30 percent. Tables 1 and 2 show typical system specifications for the LDV and L2F techniques.

TABLE 1. LDV SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum doppler frequency</td>
<td>60 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringe spacing</td>
<td>15.25 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam intersection half angle</td>
<td>0.97 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement volume diameter</td>
<td>252 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement volume length</td>
<td>14.9 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of fringes</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main focusing lens focal length</td>
<td>500 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design velocity</td>
<td>915 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity accuracy</td>
<td>+0.1% achievable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular accuracy</td>
<td>+0.1 degree achievable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence level</td>
<td>0 - 70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2. L2F SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

**Classical System:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam separation:</td>
<td>285.7 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam diameter:</td>
<td>12 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial length:</td>
<td>762 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity range:</td>
<td>1 - 3000 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence range:</td>
<td>0 - 30% (higher in fiber optics version)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal length:</td>
<td>470 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity accuracy:</td>
<td>+0.1% achievable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular accuracy:</td>
<td>+0.1 degree achievable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TECHNICAL ISSUES**

Several technical issues relevant to this measurement task require addressing. Perhaps, the most important concerns the issue of seeding. Laser velocimeters rely on the presence of micron-sized scattering particles. Often these particles are naturally present in sufficient quantity and in a desirable size range, particularly in liquid flows. In gas flows these scattering sources are often added supplementally. They may also be added in order to boost the system data rate. It is expected that supplemental seeding of the rocket engine exhaust would be desirable if not an outright requirement. The temperature of the exhaust plume would dictate the use of metal oxide particles such as zirconium oxide or titanium dioxide. These type of materials exhibit extremely high melting points and hence could be expected to survive in this environment. Injection into the flow stream could be accomplished via high pressure seeders such as a NASA invented device which produces submicron metal oxide seeds at several thousand psi output. Alternatively, it may be sufficient to inject an aqueous solution of the metal oxide into the engine model where the heat would drive off the solution and leave the metal particles.

Another issue regards the potential problem which could result from the high temperature nature of the exhaust gases. The refractive index of the gas is a function of the temperature and hence zones of varying indices can adversely affect the measurement process. For example, the laser beams may wander about as they are refracted by different zones. Thus the measurements would not be made at a set point in space. For discrete beam techniques such as the LDV the wandering of individual beams can prevent the beam pairs from crossing thereby...
altogether eliminating the interferometric measuring volume. Since fringe spacing is a function of the intersection angle, refraction effects could allow crossing but at varying angles. The result would be completely erroneous data. The L2F technique is considered to be less sensitive to such effects. In fact, Kugler (Ref.1) has employed the L2F technique to measure velocities in the exhaust plume of a small liquid fueled rocket engine.

For tests of short duration it will be necessary to scan the flow field quickly. For this purpose the optical head can be mounted on a computer controlled translation system. Predetermined positions can be set and attained rapidly in this manner. If required fiber optic versions of both types of LV's are available. Use of fiber optics allows sensitive components such as lasers and photomultipliers to be remotely situated from the harsh test environments. In addition it decreases the mass of the optical head which need be translated, easing the requirements for these translation devices in turn.

Rockeby has extensive in-house experience with the L2F system. As the first purchaser of a Poytec L2F system in the United States, Rocketdyne has made extensive measurements in rocket engine environments. Consequently, it is envisioned that the measurements required for this test program could be done with ease at Rocketdyne test facilities. Furthermore, Rocketdyne is in the process of purchasing a fiber-optics based L2F system which could resolve turbulence intensities in excess of 30 percent.

REFERENCE:

Approximate Simulation of Turbulence

Computed spectra resemble von Kármán spectra of frequencies of interest.

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama

A numerical technique yields simulated atmospheric-turbulence spectra that closely approximate von Kármán spectra within the frequency ranges of interest for aircraft response. The technique uses approximate spectra that are especially suitable for computation in that they represent stable systems and roll off as \( f^{-5/3} \) (where \( f \) = frequency) at high frequencies outside the range of interest.

Real atmospheric turbulence tends to follow the von Kármán model, with spectral density proportional to \( f^{-5/3} \). A simulated turbulence spectrum can be generated with a system like that of Figure 1, provided that the transfer function of the filter gives the required \( f^{-5/3} \) dependence. For purposes of numerical simulation of the instantaneous turbulence signal, the filter transfer function is replaced by its corresponding differential equation, which is then approximated by a finite-time-step difference equation. As a result, the turbulence at the present time step is expressed as a function of the present input noise and the turbulence and input noise at the previous time steps.

Because it is computationally more efficient to simulate a rational rather than an irrational spectrum, the transfer function \((1+S)^{-5/6}\) that represents the exact \( f^{-5/3} \) spectral dependence is approximated by the rational expression. For the longitudinal turbulence, this is \((1+S)^{-5/6} = (60 + 52S + (91/12)S^2)/(60 + 102S + (561/12)S^2 + (935/216)S^4)\), where \( S \) is the Laplace-transform complex frequency. Because all the poles of this function lie in the left half of the complex plane, the system that it represents is unconditionally stable.

Longitudinal turbulence and transverse turbulence have been simulated by difference equations based on these transfer functions, using a sampling frequency of 5 Hz, an aircraft speed of 100 m/s, a turbulence length scale of 500 m, and a root-mean square turbulent velocity of 1 m/s. As shown in Figure 2, the spectra of the simulated turbulence closely approximate the von Kármán spectra. In fact, the statistical scatter is greater than the difference between the simulated and von Kármán spectra.

This work was done by C. W. Campbell of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics for Marshall Space Flight Center. For further information, Circle 125 on the TSP Request Card.

MFS-28172

Measuring Gases With Laser-Induced Fluorescence

The temperature, density, and pressure are measured simultaneously in supersonic, turbulent flow.

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California

The temperature, density, and pressure at a selected point in a low-temperature, turbulent gaseous flow are measured simultaneously by pulsed laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). The measurements are made with spatial and temporal resolution comparable to those obtained with modern laser-anemometer techniques used for research on turbulent boundary layers. These LIF measurements are unique in that they are non-invasive and constitute the first alternative means of measuring turbulent fluctuations in temperature and density that can be compared with conventional hot-wire-anemometer data.

The LIF technique involves seeding a bulk nitrogen flow with a low concentration (up to 100 parts per million) of nitric oxide (NO) and relies on the ultraviolet fluorescence following single-photon excitation of two rotational/vibrational electronic transitions in the NO gamma band. The test section of the small wind tunnel used for these experiments is a rectangular mach-2 nozzle with a 25- by 64-mm exit, followed by a slightly diverging channel, 762 mm in length from the nozzle throat to the optical ports.

The optical arrangement is illustrated in the figure. The laser beam is admitted through either of two 50-mm-diameter quartz windows on opposite sides of the channel. Fluorescence is observed through a similar window on the third side of the channel. The volume observed is spatially limited by the collection optics and field-stop arrangement to a 1-mm segment of the laser beam centered on...
Laser beams focused to small spots in the wind tunnel and reference cell induce fluorescence in nitric oxide, a small amount of which is mixed with the main gas flow. The fluorescence radiation depends on the main-gas temperature, pressure, and density and is measured to deduce these quantities.

The two beams are combined collinearly, focused by a common lens of 500-mm focal length, and partitioned into the wind tunnel and reference paths. The reference path contains the same gas as does the wind tunnel, but the gas does not flow and is maintained at a known temperature and pressure. The focal-spot sizes were less than 0.5 mm.

The broad-band fluorescences from the wind tunnel and the reference cell were collected by nearly identical 1/1 fused-silica optics and nominally filtered with ultraviolet-transmitting shortwavepass filters. The fluorescence waveforms from each source were detected by solar-blind photomultipliers sensitive to the spectral range from 225 to 330 nm and recorded by transient digitizers interfaced to a computer.

The computer deconvolved the double-pulse waveforms to separate the contributions from each excitation, integrated to obtain the relative fluorescence energy associated with each excitation, and compared wind-tunnel with reference values to obtain normalized wind-tunnel data.

The ratio of fluorescence energies from both transitions is related to the rotational temperature of the ground-state NO molecule, with account taken of the effects of collisional quenching and transition spectral broadening. The rotational temperature, in turn, is assumed to be closely coupled to the kinetic temperature of the gas mixture. The density and pressure are obtained from the measured temperature, together with the combined use of the fluorescence energy from one excitation and the equation of state for the gas mixture.

This work was done by Robert L. McKenzie of Ames Research Center and Kenneth P. Gross of Polyatomics Research Institute and Pamela Logans of Stanford University. For further information, Circle 81 on the TSP Request Card.

Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, Ames Research Center [see page 22]. Refer to ARC-11678.

Measuring Electrostatic Discharge
A variety of materials can be tested together under controlled conditions.

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas

An apparatus measures the electrostatic-discharge properties of several materials at once. It allows the samples to be charged by friction or by exposure to a corona. By testing several samples simultaneously, the apparatus eliminates errors introduced by variations among test conditions.

The samples are placed on a turntable and rotated beneath a charging arm and a diametrically opposed noncontacting voltmeter probe (see figure). Positioned 6 millimeters above the turntable, the probe registers the voltage on each sample as it passes. The voltmeter output is displayed on a fast-responding chart recorder.

When the corona-charging arm is selected, it is extended to the radius of the samples; the pointed electrode of the arm is held 15 millimeters above the surface of the samples. When frictional charging is required, the corona arm is retracted and the frictional, or tribocharging, arm is extended; the abrasive tip of this arm is held against the surfaces of the samples.

As the turntable rotates, the samples are repeatedly charged by the selected arm. After about 150 seconds at a turntable speed of 6 rotations per second, the charges on the samples build up to equilibrium levels. At this point, charging is stopped, and the voltmeter readings are started. The readings thus indicate the
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LANL RESPONSE - BOUNDARY LAYER CODE VALIDATION
INTRODUCTION
Science and Engineering Associates (SEA) of Carson City, Nevada has obtained a contract from the Air Force Astronautics Laboratory, Edwards Air Force Base, California to write an experimental test plan for making detailed measurements in rocket engine boundary layers. The primary goal of these measurements is to validate current boundary layer codes or to develop new codes if they are deemed necessary. It is understood that the contract for these measurements will be awarded directly by the Air Force. However, SEA will make technical recommendations to the Air Force on the appropriate measurements required to obtain high quality data. The Air Force Plan calls for a four year program to obtain data data to validate new boundary layer models for large area ratio nozzles. In this white paper we will give a brief description of our organization's capabilities and current technical activities, specific descriptions on how the measurements are to be made, and a brief plan on what is to be done.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The lack of high quality boundary layer information has impeded efforts to optimize specific impulse in liquid H₂ and O₂ rocket engines used in orbital transfer vehicles. Since this information is used to validate a generalized boundary layer code, it is important that as many different detailed measurements in the boundary layer are made. The following parameters should be accurately determined by experiment:
1. $u'$ and $v'$ terms in turbulent flow, as well as the Reynold's stress, $<u'v'>$.
2. Average velocity, temperature, and possibly pressure profiles in the boundary layer.
3. Profiles of boundary layer displacement and momentum thickness as a function of axial location.
4. Local wall shear and skin friction.
5. Local heat flux at the wall for a cold wall case, and temperature at the wall for an adiabatic wall.

LOS ALAMOS CAPABILITIES AND ACTIVITIES

Los Alamos has extensive experience in the development of sophisticated diagnostics for application in supersonic flow and high temperature environments. A variety of laser diagnostic techniques have been employed, including laser-induced-fluorescence (LIF), coherent anti-Stokes Raman (CARS), and various types of transient absorption spectroscopy. The use of these laser diagnostic techniques is not unique to Los Alamos. However, much of the pioneering work in applying these techniques to extreme environments was accomplished here. For example, these techniques are commonly employed in the Los Alamos Molecular Laser Isotope Separation (MLIS) Program, which has the mission of separating various isotopes of plutonium and uranium using lasers. The MLIS program has been an on-going program for 15 years and has over 100 technical personnel assigned to it. In this program non-intrusive diagnostics were developed to measure infrared, visible, and UV spectra of the laser excited molecules and to measure number densities of $\text{PuF}_6$ in a nozzle cooled supersonic stream at extremely low temperatures. These diagnostics were also used in high temperature combustion environments for coal gasification research.
Laser fluorescence measurements have also been used to measure axial and lateral velocity spreads of relativistic hydrogen atoms which are used in the Neutral Particle Beam, Strategic Defense Initiative Program. We are currently planning to use these laser-based diagnostics for studying critical kinetic rates in the combustion of H₂ and O₂ and for on-line measurement of combustion efficiency in the National Aerospace Plane Program.

Since cost is a major consideration it is important that existing facilities be considered for this experimental project. For development of on-line diagnostics we are currently considering the local gasdynamics laboratory (Fig. 1), which is used to support our laser isotope separation program. This laboratory has the capability to handle 5000 CFM under continuous flow at from the 10 torr level down to several hundredths of a torr. Since a blowdown tank is part of the vacuum system, the laboratory can also operate under a blowdown mode at much higher flow rates. We therefore expect the gasdynamics laboratory to be an ideal test bed for development of diagnostics under cold and warm flow conditions. The actual measurements could be performed in the six feet long Mach 8 nozzle at our sister laboratory, Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque.

VELOCITY DIAGNOSTICS

Because the rocket nozzle presents a very severe environment, the standard velocity probes normally used for precision spatial measurements may have some disadvantages. Since cooling requirements will require larger than desired diameters, the probes themselves may possibly interfere with the measurement. Moreover, the measurement of turbulence quantities with an intrusive probe would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, in a high temperature flow. We will
therefore limit our discussion to the use of non-intrusive laser-based velocity measurements. Because of the requirement for accurately measuring turbulence velocity components in a highly turbulent flow we have selected the use of doppler shifted laser-induced-fluorescence (LIF) as a velocity diagnostic over the more commonly used laser doppler velocimeter (LDV) using particle seedants. The coherent anti-stokes raman scattering (CARS) technique, which will be the primary diagnostic to measure temperature also serves as an excellent check on the doppler LIF technique to measure velocity.

As mentioned above, the most common method for optically measuring velocities is laser doppler velocimetry (LDV). In order to understand the problems associated with the use of LDV for measuring turbulent flows, a brief summary of the principles of operation of this device are in order. A one-dimensional LDV consists of a laser which is passed through a beam splitter to form two beams. The beams are subsequently crossed in the region of interest to form an interference pattern. Seed particles passing through the volume containing the fringes reflect the light back in a modulated pattern whose frequency corresponds to the particle's velocity projected onto an axis perpendicular to the fringes. The scattered light is collected and passed through a spectrum analyzer. Using the measured angle between the two beams and the distance from the fringe volume to the output optics, it is possible to convert frequency to velocity.

When attempting to measure turbulent flows in the kind of environment typically found in rockets, this technique suffers from several problems. First, the choice of seeding material is critical. Seed particles must be good scatterers at the wavelength being used. In addition, it is preferable from a signal-to-noise standpoint if the seed is primarily characterized by Mie, as opposed to Rayleigh, scattering. Thus, spherically symmetric seeds are preferred. It is very difficult to
find a seed which meets these requirements and can withstand a rocket engine environment. Usually, a compromise is reached where soot or something similar is used. These do not provide an optimized scattering cross-section, but can survive the environment.

Second, in order to provide a reasonable amount of scattered light, seed particles must be physically large. Minimum sizes depend, of course, on input light power, but a conservative number of around 1 micron would be reasonable. Particles this large are incapable of following the kind of turbulent flow typically found in such systems. This technique has been attempted in such flows before by compensating for tracking problems during the data analysis. Such attempts, however, leave a considerable amount of uncertainty in their results since the calculated turbulence frequency spectrum then becomes only as good as the model used to analyze the data.

Laminar tracking can also be a problem. Studies have shown that seed materials lag significantly behind free stream velocities at modest Mach numbers. The established practical limit currently appears to be around Mach 4.

Finally, one of the most difficult parts of the LDV process is developing a seeding method which will not influence the flow being measured. In a wind tunnel, seeding is never performed before the experiment. Thus, the seed material must pass through one full cycle of the tunnel before it reaches the sampling volume, thereby aiding in the uniform distribution of the seed. Also, the seeding input port must be carefully designed to avoid causing turbulence.

The most promising method for measuring both the average velocity \( U \) and the turbulence quantities \( u' \) and \( v' \) inside the boundary layer is Doppler LIF. A schematic of the proposed measuring technique is shown in Figure 2. A laser
beam is focused in a small volume inside the boundary layer and excites a
seedant atom or molecule. The fluorescence signal is detected and filtered with
an Eschell grating spectrometer. The fluorescence from the seedant will be
doppler shifted in wavelength proportional to the local gas velocity. For the
measurement of Reynold's stress, \(<u'v'>\), two spectrometers must be set up to
measure the two velocity components simultaneously.

Temperature broadening of the observed emission line will not be a problem. At
the resolution levels required to measure the Doppler effect under the stated
conditions, individual transition levels will be clearly separable. Thus, instead of a
thermal broadening of the spectral line, a family of lines will be observed, each line
corresponding to a particular excited state transition. Temperature, therefore, will
only play a role in the selection of the particular transition to be observed.

Sufficient spectral resolution should be achievable. In order to obtain the
complete velocity distribution at any instant of time, the recommended instrument
would be an Eschell grating spectrometer. This instrument has a very limited
bandwidth, but provides very high resolution. Since the spectral line to be
observed will be known to high precision, and since the expected Doppler shift
represents such a small fraction of the wavelength, the Eschell spectrometer
seems to be ideally suited to this problem.

A calculation was performed to estimate the amount of signal which could
reasonably be expected from the system. The seed material was assumed to
have an observed transition of 540nm. The collection volume was taken to be 1
cubic mm. It was also assumed that sufficient laser power would be used to
excite 50% of the seed material in the target volume, that the concentration of
seed material would be about 1 part in 4000 of air, and that the position of the
exciting laser would be adjusted so that virtually all of the excited atoms would emit while in the collection volume.

The Doppler shift due to a 1500 meter/sec velocity would be 0.00270 nm. In order to calculate the required instrumental resolution, a gaussian turbulence profile was assumed with a standard deviation of 3% of the free stream velocity. This corresponds to a Doppler shift of 81x10^-6 nm. If we make this be one 5 micrometer pixel of a linear array, and we assume an Eschell grating with d = 5 micrometers, alpha = 15 degrees, beta = 75 degrees, and m = 100, the required spacing from the grating to the linear array would be 80cm. Such a grating is technologically feasible, but will require custom construction.

These requirements could be significantly relaxed if the turbulence standard deviation were increased to 10%. This would allow the grating specifications to be reduced to alpha = 30 degrees, beta = 60 degrees, and m = 50. The resulting 93cm spacing is still feasible, and the grating parameters are now well within the range of lower cost commercially-available instruments.

Two conditions were considered when calculating the expected signal strength, with the numbers for each taken from a provided example. For the stagnation conditions, the assumed conditions are: pressure - 3.0 atm, temperature - 1400K. This results in an air density of about 1.58X10^{19} atoms/cm^3, yielding a density of seed material of roughly 3.95x10^{12}/mm^3. Thus, the number of photons emitted in the collection volume would be 1.97x10^{12}. Assuming a 25mm diameter collecting lens is used at a distance of 10cm from the target, an approximate total of 2.9x10^{10} photons will be presented to the Eschell grating spectrometer.

Nozzle exit conditions were taken to be: pressure - 3.0x10^{-4} atm, temperature - 100K. This corresponds to an air density of about 1.1x10^{16} atoms/cm^3, yielding
a density of seed material of roughly $2.7 \times 10^9$/$\text{mm}^3$. Thus, the number of excited atoms in the collection volume would be $1.35 \times 10^9$, resulting in collection of approximately $2.8 \times 10^7$ photons. This is still considered an adequate number for the spectrometer to produce reliable signal.

The time required for a volume element to traverse a 1mm field of view is about 670ns. For all of the excited atoms or molecules to emit during this time interval, the lifetime of the state should be approximately 1/3 of this, or about 223ns. This corresponds to a natural linewidth of 716KHz, far below the Doppler broadening. Thus, the natural linewidth can be considered to be a delta function for the purposes of analyzing the data.

It is expected, therefore, that the measured line shape will be gaussian. Accurate measurement of the centroid of such a line typically requires a minimum of 1000 counts. Thus, a minimum transmission efficiency for the Eshel grating spectrometer of 0.004% will be needed. This is not considered to be a problem.

In conclusion, the calculations indicate that it should be possible to measure the velocity distribution of the proposed flow system using an Eshel grating spectrometer specially constructed for the emission line of interest. Temperature of the gas will not be a complicating factor. Time resolutions of 50ns should be possible, with a minimum spatial resolution of .5mm, cubed.

As mentioned previously, the CARS diagnostic is also an excellent technique for measuring velocities. CARS laser tagging is a recently developed technique for the simultaneous determination of a velocity flow field. A line of molecules (or atoms) is initially tagged by excitation using a pulsed laser; after a delay time a second broad-area laser pulse produces a signal only from the excited molecules that is imaged on a detector array. The measured displacement of a tagged
molecule quantitatively determines its velocity vector. For example, for laminar flow along a wall and a tagging beam perpendicular to the wall, the image detected from above following the probe pulse would be identical to the laminar flow-velocity profile. In the presence of turbulence, provided the delay between laser pulses is shorter than the turbulence coherence time, the profile will be locally distorted; these distortions provide quantitative turbulence velocities.

To determine all components of turbulence velocities, imaging detection must be provided from two (preferably orthogonal) directions, such as from above the tagged line and collinear to the tagged line. Laser tagging has been demonstrated for velocity-field profiling based upon coherent Raman tagging of O₂ molecules followed by LIF. Alternative laser-tagging schemes for velocity-field profiling may be more suitable, depending on experimental conditions, such as optical double-resonant LIF or coherent Raman transients. Comparison of laser-tagging velocity diagnostics to alternative velocity diagnostics, such as Doppler LIF, depends on experimental conditions, because they have differing limiting interferences. The accuracy in measuring turbulence velocities using laser tagging is dictated by the magnitude of turbulence velocities relative to overall downstream velocities, whereas the accuracy using Doppler LIF is dictated by turbulence Doppler shifts relative to the Doppler broadening due to translational (kinetic) temperatures.

TEMPERATURE DIAGNOSTICS

Laser-based spectroscopic techniques are well suited for the nonintrusive measurement of temperatures in a flowing gas stream. Molecules in the gas stream can often be characterized by a variety of (not necessarily equal) temperatures, including translational (kinetic), rotational, vibrational, and
electronic temperatures. Spectroscopic measurement of translational temperature via Doppler broadening of spectral lines is intimately related to velocity measurements, as discussed in another section. Spectroscopic techniques to probe rotational or vibrational temperatures are generally more convenient and include coherent Raman techniques, such as coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS), and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). In the combustion community, vibrational temperature based upon CARS of the $N_2$ Q-branch has been validated as the most accurate nonintrusive temperature diagnostic, with single-pulse accuracy of 40K for temperatures above 1400K. At the high pressures typical in combustion, vibrational temperatures are in equilibrium with rotational and translational temperatures. However, in supersonic gas flows as considered here, vibrational temperature is far less likely to remain in equilibrium, while equilibration of rotational and translational temperatures is still likely. Moreover, calculations of the temperature through the boundary layers predict that the temperatures will generally be lower than those readily measured using vibrational spectroscopy. Hence we believe that rotational temperature measurements using CARS or LIF will be the most meaningful and the most convenient in these conditions.

Rotational temperature measurements using CARS can, in principle, be accomplished based upon any molecular species in the gas stream, including naturally occurring species like $N_2$ or $H_2$, or seeded components like HF. Over the temperature range calculated to be of interest through the boundary layer of 100-1400 K, the most accurate rotational temperature measurements would be achieved with CARS of HF or $H_2$, with estimated accuracies of 5%; CARS of other molecular components would yield rotational temperatures with lower accuracy under these conditions. CARS is the generation of a laser-like beam upon illumination of the gas by two laser beams whose frequency difference matches a
Raman mode of the probed molecule. A schematic of a CARS experiment on a sample gas cell is shown in Figure 3. Temperature and density of the probed molecule are simultaneously determined if one of these laser beams is replaced by a well-chosen set of two or more frequencies and the corresponding set of generated frequencies is dispersed. To perform temperature measurements through the boundary layer, double-ended optical access to the test medium is generally required, although we have performed CARS using a single window and a retroreflecting opposing surface. The low densities expected here (about 0.2 Torr) lead to relatively small CARS signals for single-point measurements that are \(10^2-10^4\) times higher than typical detectability limits. The temperature profile (and automatically the density profile of the probed molecule) is readily accomplished by spatial scanning if the flow is sufficiently steady or reproducible, as planned for CARS implementation at a supersonic tunnel at NASA-Langley in the NASP program. If the flow is not steady for a sufficient time, simultaneous temperature imaging of several hundred points through the boundary layer is feasible using two intensified detector arrays.

Rotational temperature measurements using LIF can not readily be performed on most naturally occurring molecular components such as \(N_2\) or \(H_2\), as their transitions lie in the vacuum ultraviolet. It is conceivable that LIF temperature measurements on \(O_2\) near 193 nm could be accomplished, but this task would be challenging due to the hard uv wavelengths involved, the lack of well-behaved tunable laser sources in this spectral region, and the low fluorescence yields due to \(O_2\) predissociation. Thus LIF temperature measurements are best performed on a seeded molecule, such as NO excited near 220 nm. Single-point rotational temperature measurements in a supersonic flow have been demonstrated using NO over the temperature range 150-300 K; it appears likely that range can be extended to 100-1400 K. LIF is most conveniently done in a sample geometry ...
containing two windows at 90 degrees centered on the region of interest, but the single-windowed geometry shown in Fig. 2 for LIF velocity measurements may be suitable. Temperature measurement using LIF requires illumination of the molecule at two suitably chosen wavelengths, either delayed by several fluorescence lifetimes using a single detector or simultaneously with dispersed fluorescence detection. As with CARS, the temperature profile (and automatically the density profile of the probed molecule) can be obtained either by spatial scanning or by simultaneous imaging; in the latter case the only detection alternative is the use of two intensified detector arrays coupled with fluorescence dispersion.

Both CARS and LIF appear to be capable of providing the desired rotational temperature data in the boundary layer. The choice between temperature diagnostic techniques should be based upon whether molecular seeding of the gas stream is acceptable and upon the signal levels (and hence accuracy and, in the case of imaging, number of spatial resolution elements) achievable with each technique, which depend upon conditions such as temperatures, density of the probed molecule, and composition of the gas stream.

SKIN AND HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS

Because there exist very steep gradients near the wall and the possibility of wall effects on the laser diagnostics, the boundary layer properties at the wall should be measured by techniques more standard than the laser-based ones mentioned above. Wall pressure distributions can be accurately measured by appropriate use of pressure transducers along the nozzle wall. Heat transfer to a cooled wall will involve some method of measuring the transient temperature increase when the nozzle heater is turned on. Temperature measurement of an insulated wall
can be done with the use of standard wall thermocouples and the fabrication of a thermally insulated piece of the nozzle wall. If at all possible, skin friction should be independently measured. Although the method of measurement is straightforward in concept, implementation on an axisymmetric nozzle may not be. However, the technology for this measurement has been developed by the Naval Surface Weapons Center, and published in the open literature.
PRELIMINARY PROJECT PLAN

FY 1989:

- Identify and assess specific requirements of experimental plan.

- Collaborate with AFAL and SEA on prioritized list of tasks.

- Develop velocity and temperature diagnostics for boundary layer measurements and use local laboratory test-bed for optimizing measurements.

- Collaborate with Sandia, Alburquerque, or industrial partner to do experiments on full-scale high temperature nozzle. These include instrumentation on nozzle to measure skin friction, wall heat transfer, and wall pressure distribution.

FY 1990:

- Collaborate with AFAL and SEA on status of progress and negotiate prioritized task plan.

- Carry out detailed measurements over full parameter range, including rocket nozzle stagnation pressure, temperature and throat Reynolds number.

- Prepare detailed report of results.
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